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Classique Hora Mundi 5717
An invitation to travel across the continents and oceans illustrated on
three versions of the hand-guilloché lacquered dial, the Classique Hora
Mundi is the first mechanical watch with an instant-jump time-zone display.
Thanks to a patented mechanical memory based on two heart-shaped
cams, it instantly indicates the date and the time of day or night in a given
city selected using the dedicated pushpiece. History is still being written...

Breguet, the innovator.



Audacious Butterflies
Clip, pink gold, pink, mauve and purple
sapphires, diamonds.
Clip, white gold, black opals, malachite,
lapis lazuli and diamonds.

Haute Joaillerie, place Vendôme since 1906

Visit our online boutique at vancleefarpels.com - 877-VAN-CLEEF



The spirit of travel.

Download the Louis Vuitton pass app to reveal exclusive content.
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Coach Dreamers

Chloë Grace Moretz/ Actress
Coach Swagger 27 in patchwork floral
Fluff Jacket in pink
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49 PRETTY SIMPLE
  Day or night, pristine white dresses are  

a cool new canvas for spring. 
  Photography by Ben Weller
 Styling by Celestine Cooney

ON THE COVER  A neoclassical stairway at fashion 
brand Céline’s first Parisian maison on rue Vivienne, 
photographed by Robert Polidori. 
 
THIS PAGE  Model Vanessa Axente photographed by  
Josh Olins and styled by Clare Richardson. Proenza 
Schouler bandeau bikini top, Valentino canvas pants and 
Loewe suede woven bag. For details see Sources, page 114.
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Clockwise from left: Model Aneta Pajak 
photographed by Ben Weller and styled 
by Celestine Cooney. Kenzo dress, Rochas 
socks and Jimmy Choo shoes. For details see 
Sources, page 114. Comedian Steve Coogan 
photographed by Matthew Kristall and 
styled by Benjamin Sturgill. Sheep at pasture 
in Ireland photographed by Erik Olsson. 

the exchange.

59  TRACKED: Michael Smith
  The gadabout, multitasking designer 

has a new home base in Madrid.
 By Julia Reed
 Photography by Salva López

64 STORY OF D’O 
  After taking it slow, Milan  

restaurateur Davide Oldani expands 
his empire.

 By Jay Cheshes
 Photography by Stefano Tripodi

68 SACAI 
  Chitose Abe’s slightly twisted fashion 

has a global fan base.
 By Lynn Yaeger   

the taste issue.

72 ISLAND DRESSING
  The savage beauty of Maui’s Hana 

coastline makes a dramatic backdrop 
for heat-seeking styles.

 Photography by Josh Olins  
 Styling by Clare Richardson

84 THE HOUSE OF CÉLINE
  The fashion brand, known for its chic 

restraint, finally has a home of its own.
 By Robert Murphy
 Photography by Robert Polidori
 Portrait by Zoë Ghertner

92  THE REAL FAST-FOOD 
REVOLUTION

  Chefs Daniel Patterson and Roy Choi 
plan to bring healthy food to  
disadvantaged neighborhoods.

 By Howie Kahn  
  Still life photography by Jeremy Liebman
 Still life styling by Sonia Rentsch

 96   ALL ABOUT STEVE
   As British comedian Steve Coogan 

approaches 50, his acerbic wit has 
found a tender side.

  By Michael Hainey
  Photography by Matthew Kristall
  Styling by Benjamin Sturgill

100   FEAST OF EDEN
   Could the idea of “fine Irish cuisine” 

cross over from a punch line into  
a bona fide culinary movement?

  By David Prior
  Photography by Erik Olsson

106  BROWN-BAGGIN’ IT
   After seasons of boring black, return 

to the easygoing era of caramel-hued 
leather.

  Photography by Chris Brooks
  Styling by Anie Stanley

 110  THE ALCHEMIST
   Artist Teresita Fernández ambi-

tiously transforms a New York park 
into a shimmering landscape.

  By Carol Kino
  Photography by Pari Dukovic

“the world we live 
in now is so 
ambiguous. it’s 
almost a constant 
state of flux.”

—steve coogan, p. 96
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HOME OF AUDEMARS PIGUET, IN THE VILLAGE OF LE

BRASSUS. THE EARLY WATCHMAKERS WERE

SHAPED HERE, IN AWE OF THE FORCE OF NATURE

YET DRIVEN TO MASTER ITS MYSTERIES THROUGH

THE COMPLEX MECHANICS OF THEIR CRAFT. STILL
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FINE WATCHMAKING.
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T
HE INSPIRATION for the setting of one of 
this month’s fashion features came from an 
unlikely source: While scrolling through 
the Instagram feed of a friend, photogra-

phy agent Nick Bryning, I came across a beautiful, 
vintage wallpaper he’d excavated while renovating 
his house in Narrowsburg, NY. I knew in an instant 
that it would make a perfect backdrop for the sea-
son’s best new handbags. One of my favorite things 
about Instagram is how it allows me to be an arm-
chair explorer, creating a window onto the world 
from far-fl ung outposts—a perspective I hope our 
April issue o ers as well.

An iPhone camera wouldn’t do justice to Maui’s 
Hana coastline in Hawaii, with its rugged fl ora, black 

sand and vast stretches of blue ocean. The task of 
capturing this gorgeous scenery fell to photogra-
pher Josh Olins, who shot model Vanessa Axente on 
location in the spring’s fi nest unstructured, casual 
pieces, well-suited to beachside lounging. 

French luxury brand Céline doesn’t have an 
Instagram feed, making it something of an outlier in 
the fashion world. But as we document in our feature 
on the LVMH-owned house, which recently estab-
lished its fi rst maison on Paris’s rue Vivienne, that 
choice is of a piece with Céline’s consciously restrained 
approach, focusing on a limited range of products and 
creating lines that conform less to the passing sea-
sons and more to an idea of timeless beauty. (Also, 
when your ad campaign starring Joan  Didion goes 

viral, who needs a social media director?)
British comedian Steve Coogan, co-star of the 

brilliant, bittersweet road-trip movies The Trip and 
The Trip to Italy, has the lead role in Showtime’s 
new comedy series, Happyish, in which he plays an 
advertising executive navigating a midlife crisis. As 
his interview with writer Michael Hainey reveals, at 
49, Coogan has tempered his caustic wit, coming to 
share Aldous Huxley’s conviction that, in the end, 
people should just learn to be nicer to one another. “I 
love the simplicity of that,” he says. So do I. 
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TUBULAR SWELLS  Anubis enjoys Maui’s surf while Bast (like Anubis, wearing Saint Laurent by Hedi Slimane) and Who watch from shore.
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THE HOUSE OF CÉLINE  P. 84

The grand stairwell on the cover of our April taste issue, inside a 17th-century building in Paris, leads to the new showrooms 
of Céline, the LVMH-owned fashion label helmed by designer Phoebe Philo, at the brand’s fi rst o�  cial maison. The magnifi cent space 

was captured by photographer Robert Polidori, who found the location impressive and remarked on how Céline had successfully 
created “a sparse modernist design” within an older structure. After writer Robert Murphy arrived at the building on his black 

Vespa—a fi ve-minute trip from his own residence in Paris—he was given a tour of the premises by Céline president Marco Gobbetti, 
whom he describes as “personable and passionate.” The redesigned interior, Murphy says, is exactly what you might expect from 

the iconic fashion house: “Something solid and lasting, but also a little surprising.” —Sade Strehlke

april 2015
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A NEW ABODE 
From le� : Céline designer 

Phoebe Philo a� er the fall/
winter 2011 runway show; 

the door to Céline’s new 
home in Paris; a look from 

the brand’s spring/summer 
2015 collection.
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“People in Silicon Valley 
talk about failure like 
it’s a wonderful thing. 
They’re proud of it to  
a fault, I think. Because 
failure really isn’t too 
great. You don’t want to 
fail. There’s a lot of luck 
involved—nobody talks 
about that much. When 
they become successful, 
they go on and on about 
how they failed and 
learned from it. But I 
think there’s more luck 
than people want to 
admit. A lot of people are 
big risk takers, but you 
hear about the ones who 
won—you don’t hear 
about the ones who went 
broke and were forgot-
ten. It would appear to 
the outsider that taking 
big risks and being 
willing to fail is the key 
to success, but I think 
that’s a little misleading. 
I remember when Office 
Space wasn’t doing well 
at the box office; that one 
hit me really hard. But 
eventually I looked at it 
like, I can handle failure. 
That’s just what you 
have to do. It’s no great 
wisdom.”

Judge is the co-creator of the 
HBO show Silicon Valley, 
whose second season returns 
this month.

22 wsj. maga zine

WSJ. asks six luminaries to weigh in on a single topic. This month: Failure.

“Failure has played 
the most meaningful 
role in my life. With my 
movie about a mermaid, 
Splash, I must have  
had a thousand people 
say no to me on that.  
And they always said no 
in a way that was kind  
of degrading, like—
what, a mermaid? And 
so when it worked, I 
thought, Wow! Nobody 
knows. Nobody really 
does know. Because all 
those people—many  
of them experts in their 
own right, running 
studios or directing 
movies—said no to me. 
So I thought, You just 
need to follow your 
own truth. I remember 
seeing Steven Spielberg, 
after doing Raiders of 
the Lost Ark and Jaws, 
being turned down on 
E.T. And I thought, Wow, 
this isn’t personal. Even 
Spielberg, this prodigy 
who has real empiri-
cal evidence of being a 
genius, is being turned 
down on a movie he 
loves. That was a signa-
ture moment for me.  
I thought, I just have to 
keep going.”

Grazer is a film and television 
producer whose book A Curious 
Mind: The Secret to a Bigger 
Life publishes this month.

“Very few people who 
have been in fashion for 
45 years are still  
working. Survival is 
not a small thing. I feel 
close to failure every 
day—I say that very 
honestly. When you own 
a company, you worry 
about your employees. 
I remember, with every 
decision I make, that 
there is a repercussion. 
And that kind of pres-
sure is hard to live with, 
especially in a world 
where everything’s 
public—it takes an 
enormous toll. You live 
with that constant sense 
of possible, imminent 
failure. But what it all 
comes back to is the love 
for the thing itself.  
In the end, it’s not about 
failure, it’s about how 
much you love what you 
do. If it gets you up in 
the morning, gives you 
a reason to live, a reason 
to be excited, that’s the 
greatest gift that any 
passion can give you.”

Wang is a fashion designer.

soapbox

THE COLUMNISTS

“In math, we can sort of 
know that we’re wrong. 
We can even sometimes 
know that we’re right. 
But with most of sci-
ence, you could never 
know that you’re right. 
You can’t go to the sun 
and see what’s really 
there. We make guesses. 
The main thing is where  
you set the bar between 
success and failure. 
Some people will say  
99 percent correct  
is failure because you 
made a mistake. With 
computers, you have  
to get everything abso-
lutely right. You make 
one small change to a 
program, and it crashes. 
But on a happiness scale, 
sometimes just ‘good’  
is enough. I think 
human beings are 
designed to be 20 
percent depressed. 
Otherwise we wouldn’t 
do anything. We 
wouldn’t have motiva-
tion to strive.”

Knuth is the author of The Art 
of Computer Programming.

Kennedy is a nonagenarian 
chef, author and expert on 
Mexican cuisine.

“The simplest dishes  
are often the most likely 
to fail, because a simple 
dish is the test of a good 
cook: Can you bring out 
the intrinsic flavors of 
your ingredients without 
disguising the other fla-
vors? A good sandwich 
is also a wicked test. For 
me there is a difference 
between really delicious, 
competent but not so 
delicious and downright 
bad. Writers love to take 
off on me because I am so 
critical. For much of my 
adult life I have been 
eating superb local food 
or eating in the restau-
rants of some of the most 
distinguished chefs—so 
at this ripe old age, why 
shouldn’t I have a critical 
palate? Does anyone, 
including the chefs who 
purport to know, stick 
their necks out and  
criticize? If I criticize  
a dish, I am prepared to 
say why, how it can  
be improved and, indeed, 
willing to cook it to 
prove my point.”

Rubin is the author of Better 
Than Before: Mastering the 
Habits of Our Everyday Lives, 
which came out in March.
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“Part of failing is 
figuring out how to fail. 
There’s a real tension,  
a paradox, in habit for-
mation in that you have 
to hold two ideas in your 
head at the same time. 
On the one hand, failure 
is no big deal. And on  
the other hand, you 
really, really, really don’t 
want to fail, because 
when you’re trying  
to form a habit, the more 
you do it the easier it 
gets. Research shows 
that sometimes people 
try to use failure to 
give themselves more 
energy—they think if 
they really load them-
selves with guilt and 
shame, it will help them 
stick to it. But in fact, 
people who show self-
compassion do a much 
better job of getting back 
on the horse. There’s a 
great proverb: A stumble 
may prevent a fall. 
Instead of saying, This 
is a catastrophic failure, 
say, This is the stumble. 
Now I’m going to learn 
from it. ”
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Complimentary 3D Interior Design Service*

Astrolab dining table, design Roche Bobois Studio

Sensation chairs, design Alexander Lorenz

www.roche-bobois.com

Manufactured in Europe.
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what’s news.the world of culture & st yle april 2015

BY Ted Loos    
phoTographY BY marTien muLder

How the Whitney Museum of American Art 
prepared for opening day at the institution’s new 

address—and the largest show in its history. 

breaking ground

CONTROL GROUP 
From left: Carter E. Foster, 
Dana Miller, Donna De 
Salvo, Adam D. Weinberg 
and Scott Rothkopf in 
one of the soon-to-open 
galleries designed by 
architect Renzo Piano. 

www.porsche-design.com

BEYOND LUXURY.
THE NEW P ´9983 GRAPHITE.

porsche design
ß9983 Smartphone
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WHAT’S NEWS

F
OR THE PAST YEAR or so, four curators from 
the Whitney Museum of American Art 
have spent nearly every day poring over 
a dollhouse-size architectural model of 

the museum’s soon-to-open new home in New York 
City’s Meatpacking District. The miniature walls 
hold tiny maquettes of famous artworks—a Jasper 
Johns taped here, a Je  Koons stuck there. Despite 
the model’s small scale, it represents the biggest 
puzzle this team has had to solve: an exhibition 
of more than 650 pieces of art selected from the 
Whitney’s vast permanent collection, which will 
inaugurate the 200,000-square-foot, $422 million 
building this May.

The museum’s southern migration has garnered 
plenty of attention, especially given that architect 
Renzo Piano’s neatly tailored, geometric design rep-
resents decades of e ort to move out of the iconic yet 
odd Marcel Breuer–designed structure on Madison 
Avenue that housed the museum for nearly 50 years. 
But inside Piano’s eight-story building, a quieter 
revolution is taking place. Called America Is Hard to 
See (a title originally borrowed from a Robert Frost 
poem), the show ranks as the largest by far since 
the founding of the institution 85 years ago by arts 
patron Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney. It will also 
make a strong statement about the museum’s desire 
to forge a new path between two poles: on the one 
hand, as a showcase for blue-chip holdings including 
paintings by Edward Hopper and Georgia O’Kee e, 
and on the other, as a nexus for debate, sparked by 
such controversial fare as its Biennial.  

This exhibit “is not going to be the cleanest, 
greatest hits,” says Donna De Salvo, the Whitney’s 
chief curator and deputy director, who joined the 
museum in 2004 after a stint at the Tate Modern. 
“That’s not what the museum is about. And I don’t 
think it’s what my colleagues are about.” She calls 
herself the “conductor” of a handpicked group: 

Dana  Miller, the nurturing curator of the perma-
nent collection; Carter E. Foster, the curator of 
the museum’s drawings, known for his enthusi-
astic approach; and Scott Rothkopf, the associate 
director of programs, who curated the museum’s 
blockbuster Je  Koons exhibit last year. 

The show they’ve created is not a comprehensive 
survey of American art history, but rather a thematic 
look at “overlapping narratives,” says De Salvo, 
told through a selection from the 22,000 pieces in 
the Whitney’s wide-ranging collection. In the pro-
cess, some famous names got tossed and some were 
plucked from oblivion (sorry, Marcel Duchamp; 
hello, Judith Bernstein). The show purposefully 
and emphatically elevates the work of female art-
ists and minorities. As a signature Whitney artist, 
Hopper may have the most pieces in the show, but 
the African-American painter Jacob Lawrence is 

also deeply represented, with a selection of paint-
ings from his 1946 War Series on view. “We’re not 
checking o  boxes,” says Rothkopf. “We are includ-
ing all these voices because the story of American art 
becomes more complicated and more interesting.”

“The team discovered works I had known of but 
hadn’t realized how special they were,” says Whitney 
director Adam D. Weinberg, who has led the museum 
since 2003, “as well as those by lesser-known peo-
ple who are really interesting.” By way of example 
of the former type, he points to Number 1—1955, a 
sculpture by Japanese-American artist Ruth Asawa, 
which had been in the collection for years; in the lat-
ter category, a 1974 photograph, Decoy Gang War 
Victim, by the West Coast Latino collective Asco.

While none of the curators was charged with a spe-
cifi c era, their individual expertise came in handy. 

“Carter has more prewar experience, so he took the 
lead there,” says Rothkopf, a former Artforum editor 
whose “surgical” abilities De Salvo tapped to hone 
the most contemporary section of the show. Called 
“Course of the Empire,” this portion refl ects what 
Rothkopf calls our own “turbulent and uncertain 
times.” It includes a Richard Serra print addressing 
the torture at Iraq’s Abu Ghraib prison and Elizabeth 
Peyton’s portrait of the Obamas kissing.

Similarly, Foster mined the collection’s reserves 
of 1930s graphic anti-lynching prints. On view will 
be Harry Sternberg’s 1935 piece Southern Holiday. 
“You’re not going to see lynching at any other 
museum,” Foster says. “We’ve never been told that 
we couldn’t do something because of subject matter.”

Meanwhile, the section on abstract expression-
ism was particularly challenging, because “the 
collection’s very rich,” notes De Salvo. There are 

21 de Kooning paintings to choose from, as well as 
works by Mark Rothko and Jackson Pollock.

As the curators sifted through more than 100 
years of artworks, disagreements inevitably arose. 
“We all had to kill our darlings,” says Foster. The 
team was split down the middle about a seem-
ingly uncontroversial painting, George Bellows’s 
1910 winter landscape Floating Ice, but it made the 
final cut. (Although the painting is perhaps not 
Bellows’s most explosive work, Weinberg notes 
that the wintry scene is similar to the sweep-
ing views of the Hudson that visitors to the new 
Whitney will enjoy.)

Wherever there was something missing, the 
team was empowered to acquire it. “The thing about 
working so far ahead is that you can fi ll some gaps,” 
says Miller, who has been at the Whitney since she 
fi rst interned there in 1996. “Faith Ringgold wasn’t 
in the collection at all, and we thought that was an 
oversight,” she says, so the 84-year-old African-
American artist’s 1971 piece Women Free Angela was 
bought and added to the permanent collection. 

“There were times when the Whitney missed out 
on great opportunities,” adds Weinberg, who was 
thrilled that they were able to acquire a 1974 Jack 
Whitten abstraction, Sorcerer’s Apprentice, that had 
once been shown at the museum but somehow never 
made it into the collection.

During the planning process, De Salvo also 
weighed in on the building’s design. “It’s a very 
unusual scenario in which the curatorial voice has 
been at the table from the beginning,” says De Salvo, 
who’s most excited about the fl exibility a orded 
by the 18,000-square-foot, column-free fi fth fl oor. 
It will be the go-to space for large temporary 
exhibitions like the upcoming Frank Stella show, co-
curated by Weinberg.

Ultimately, though, architecture won’t defi ne 
what’s on display in America Is Hard to See. Echoing 
a sentiment expressed by Gertrude Vanderbilt Whit-
ney’s granddaughter,  Flora Miller Biddle, De Salvo 
says: “The Whitney is not a building. It’s an idea.”

OUTSIDE THE BOX  From le� : The new eight-story Whitney Museum building designed by Renzo Piano overlooks the 
Hudson River; the Marcel Breuer building on Madison Avenue, a modest 85,000 square feet.

“WE’VE NEVER BEEN TOLD THAT WE COULDN’T 
DO SOMETHING BECAUSE OF SUBJECT MATTER.” 

—CARTER E. FOSTER
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what’s news

the beaut y of

THE BLACK LIST

Texas is known for hickory-smoke 

barbecue, two-step and rodeos,  

not fancy drinks. But two of the most 

exciting American cocktail bars to 

open in recent memory call the Lone 

Star State home, combining virtuoso 

mixology with down-home hospitality. 

In Austin last year, Chris Bostick,  

a fifth-generation Texan and former 

general manager at L.A.’s renowned 

Varnish bar, opened Half Step, add-

ing to the city’s roster of hot cocktail 

joints like Garage and the Tigress.  

In a restored 1915 bungalow, locals sip 

daiquiris on Half Step’s back porch 

to the sound of live blues, watching 

bartenders cut blocks of ice. “It’s  

a love letter to Austin,” says Bostick, 

“raucous but refined.” Meanwhile,  

160 miles east, bar impresarios Bobby 

Heugel and Alba Huerta have made 

Houston a cocktail powerhouse with 

spots like the award-winning Anvil 

and Julep. Their Pastry War bar, 

named after the Mexican-French con-

flict, is a cozy mezcalería serving one 

of the country’s most serious agave 

spirits programs—and perhaps its best 

margarita. Above all, it’s the personal 

warmth that defines Texas’ scene.  

A neon sign outside Half Step reads: 

“You earned it.” —Christopher Ross

 libations 

COWBOY 
COCKTAILS

DARK MATTER 
Clockwise from top left: 

Valentino Uomo Edition Noire 
fragrance; cuticle nipper 

and nail scissors from Czech 
& Speake leather-bound 

manicure set; Blackbird May 
18th black soap; Standard  

razor in black; Issey Miyake 
Nuit d’Issey deodorant; DTRT 

Boys Be Bold Men’s Perfect 
Coverage Blemish Balm. For 
details see Sources, page 114. 

This season’s new and cult-favorite grooming essentials  
for men come packaged in elevated matte-black finishes. 

Lacking luster never looked so good. —Celia Ellenberg
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what’s news

Paris-based designer Camille Tanoh combines minimalist 
design with luxury craftsmanship, an approach he  

honed at Pierre Hardy and Balenciaga. After launching  
his eponymous brand in 2012 with a single shoe style, he’s 

now introducing his first full collection, which includes  
a desert boot, a derby and multiple sneaker variations  

(at right, a suede runner)—all evoke his subtle French cool. 
$325; camilletanoh.com —Isaiah Freeman-Schub

THE OTHER SHOES DROP

on the block

BACALL’S ART

This spring, New York’s 

Bonhams (bonhams.com) 

will auction pieces from the late Lauren Bacall’s personal  

art collection in a sale estimated at $3 million and featuring 

works from some of the 20th century’s most important  

artists, including David Hockney and Pablo Picasso. Bacall 

spread her collection throughout her residences in Los 

Angeles (where she lived with Humphrey Bogart), at the leg-

endary Dakota building in New York City and in Amagansett, 

New York. Precious among the lots are pieces by the British 

sculptor Henry Moore. Bacall became a fan of his abstract 

human figures in the 1950s and later formed a close friend-

ship with the artist after a London gallerist introduced them 

in 1975. From then on, Bacall and Moore exchanged frequent 

letters. In one of them, she recalls their first meeting as  

“a high point in my life.” —Sade Strehlke

PERFECT PAIR 
Left: Lauren Bacall 
and Henry Moore 
in Hertfordshire, 
England, 1977. 
Below: Moore’s 
Standing Man and 
Woman, 1981.

milestones 

NOUVELLE PREP

Gildas Loaëc (left) and 
Masaya Kuroki found Maison 

Kitsuné in 2002 in Paris. The 
word kitsuné means “fox”  

in Japanese and is a symbol of 
versatility. 

Their ready-to-wear 
collection debuts at the Palais 

de Tokyo in Paris in 2005. 

The first boutique opens at 
52 rue de Richelieu, in Paris, 

in 2008.

In 2011, they team up  
with shoemaker J.M. Weston, 

a partnership that yields  
three popular shoe styles.

In April 2012, Maison  
Kitsuné launches its first New 

York store in Manhattan’s  
NoMad Hotel. 

Café Kitsuné, an intimate 
coffee shop in Tokyo’s 

Aoyama District, becomes a 
popular hangout in 2013. 

In 2013, Maison Kitsuné 
teams up with Oliver Peoples 
on a pair of vintage-inspired 

glasses in two colors.

In tandem with Pernod 
Absinthe in fall 2013, they re-
lease a limited-edition bottle 
and ready-to-wear collection 

inspired by the spirit.

Milan’s Dimore Studio 
designs the interior of Loaëc 

and Kuroki’s new Parisian 
boutique at 68 rue Condorcet 

in January 2015.

Buzzy musician Kilo Kish 
releases a batch of remixes 

under the Kitsuné music label 
that same month.

In 2015, four more boutiques 
open, including the first in 

Hong Kong, a second in New 
York and a fourth in Paris. 
Tokyo will welcome a two-

story Maison Kitsuné flagship 
early next year.

Three fitted hats, made in 
collaboration with New Era—

the official cap purveyor of 
Major League Baseball—hit 

stores in January 2014.

Maison Kitsuné, the cultish record label  
and fashion line created by Gildas Loaëc and 

Masaya Kuroki, specializes in eclectic 
collaborations. Below, the standout moments 

from their company’s history. —I.F.-S.

HOLDING FAST
Aymeric Le Deun’s 

atelier in Paris is one  
of the last to hand-make 

buttons for high-end 
fashion. Le Deun opened 

his studio, PRAIS, in 
2008, and his work has 
adorned prêt-à-porter  
by Christian Dior and 

Yves Saint Laurent and 
couture by Bouchra 

Jarrar and Louis Vuitton. 
His creations can  

look like precious stones  
or carved geometric 

rocks. Others are 
sequin-embroidered or 

embellished with fur, like 
an exquisitely soft Céline 

mink button. “It’s like  
a bijou,” says Le Deun. 

—Sarah Moroz 
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WHAT’S NEWSWHAT’S NEWS

CREATIVE BRIEF

SEASON TO TASTE
Swiss architect Peter Zumthor is known for scrupulously researching his 

buildings—o� en for years—before picking up a pencil. When it came to his new 
condiment dispensers for Alessi, however, the Pritzker Prize winner realized 

he already had a lifetime of eating to draw from: A sketch followed his breakfast 
of salted eggs one morning. Casters for seasoning and cruets for oil and vinegar 

have the elemental purity of the mountains near the thermal spa in Vals for which 
he’s best known. “The project gave me the impression of coming from a poet,” 

says Alberto Alessi, third-generation president of his family company. To hear 
Zumthor’s poetry, just shake. —Sarah Medford 

Over the past two decades, Gabriel Kreuther, 45, 

has cooked in some of Midtown Manhattan’s great 

dining rooms: La Caravelle, Jean-Georges and 

The Modern. This month, the Alsace-born chef 

opens a restaurant bearing his own name on Bryant 

Park. “I want to combine my New York experience 

and my heritage,” says Kreuther, who considers 

the French region’s cuisine the original fusion food.

“There have always been touches of French, 

German and Austrian,” he says. Kreuther’s 90-seat 

space was designed using salvaged beams from 

a 19th-century barn, the deep green tiles that cov-

ered the traditional hearth ovens (kachelofen) of his 

youth and prominent stork imagery—a local symbol 

of creativity and rebirth. Also in play: Kreuther’s 

signature tartes fl ambées. “Everyone asks about 

them,” he says. “I’ll be doing four di� erent kinds, 

including a classic version and one with sea urchin 

and horseradish.” —Howie Kahn

FOOD NET WORK 

EUROPEAN UNION

SUGAR AND SPICE
From le� : Glass and silver-

plated-steel pepper, spice 
and sugar casters designed 

by Peter Zumthor, $80 each, 
available at alessi.com.

NEUTRAL NATURE  

From left: Céline bag, Michael 
Kors top-handle bag, Ralph 
Lauren drawstring bag, Loewe 
clutch, Chloé bag and Gucci 
bucket bag. For details see 
Sources, page 114. 

Croc leathers make these 
bags—in a variety of shapes, 
from Céline’s sinuously 
curved o� ering to Ralph 
Lauren’s malleable tote—the 
season’s must-have 
collectibles. Skin is in. 

A TRUE JOURNEY NEVER ENDS. rosewoodhotels.com

AMERICAS | ASIA | CARIBBEAN | EUROPE | MIDDLE EAST
Now Open: BEI J ING Soon: RIYADH, BAHAMAS

TYING INTO TRADITION.

Sailing the Dhow, Abu Dhabi, UAE
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What if, when visiting one of the world’s premier 

wine-growing regions, you could purchase 

not just a case of wine but also your own tiny plot 

of terroir? That’s the premise behind Casa de Uco, 

a new 16-room hotel in Argentina’s scenic Uco 

Valley in southwest Mendoza, surrounded by hect-

ares of young vines and perched at the foot 

of the snowcapped Andes. Under the supervision 

of Italian-born winemaker Alberto Antonini, guests 

can buy a piece of the vineyard to bottle their own 

vintages or sell grapes to local winemakers (the 

latter o� en o� ers a better return on investment). 

For now, vinifi cation takes place at a nearby facility, 

but a winery will open next year. Sommelier Juan 

Pablo Nieva arranges tastings of area vintages both 

famous and obscure—wines that fl y in the face 

of the Argentine stereotype of huge fruit and heavy 

oak—including one label made just down the road 

by an assistant sommelier experimenting in 

his o� -hours, with a total production of 150 bottles. The restaurant, under the direction 

of chef Pablo Torres, serves regional cuisine, but the most memorable meal is an asado 

prepared outdoors in the middle of the vineyard: chitterlings, sweetbreads, kidneys, 

slow-cooked pork and rib-eye steaks. While savoring this meal, paired with the region’s 

subtle wines, you can understand why a visitor might want to put down roots. “Until 

just a few years ago, this valley was not considered prime wine land,” Nieva says. 

“But now it’s the most cutting-edge place to make wine in Mendoza.” —Tom Downey 

WORTH THE TRIP

D.I.Y. TERROIR  

TIME TO TOAST  
Vacheron Constantin, 

the oldest continuously 
operating watchmaker, 
is celebrating its 260th 

anniversary with the new 
Harmony collection. 

Its star is the Ultra-Thin 
Grande Complication, 

which contains the fi rst 
chronograph movement 

made entirely in-house 
by Vacheron Constantin. 
For details see Sources, 

page 114. —Michael Clerizo 

Architecturally inspired furniture is not 
uncommon, but a chair that can function as a 

building block is. Such is the case with 
the Keystone chair, which in its original, 2013 

concrete-and-rubber incarnation weighed 
more than a thousand pounds. Designed by 

Dutch-Canadian duo OS & OOS (Oskar Peet 
and Sophie Mensen), it was based on the 

structure of an ancient Roman bridge. Held 
together entirely by its own weight, the 

piece was an instant hit at Dutch Design Week 
when it debuted. Now a more serviceable 

(and comfortable) upholstered version 
has been made available by Please Wait to Be 
Seated. Founded by Thomas Ibsen, the new 
Danish company is devoted to distributing 

furnishings to a chair-obsessed clientele “with
 a bit of humor.” —Edited by Michael Bargo

STUDY IN DESIGN 

BUILT FOR SITTING 

WINE AND DANDY
From top: Casa de Uco, in the southwest 
of Argentina’s Mendoza region; the luxury 
hotel features fi replaces, a spa and guided 
tastings with a sommelier.

FABRICS WERE 
DESIGNED BY 

RAF SIMONS FOR 
K VADRAT.
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what’s news

O
ne cliché about debut novels is that 
they’re thinly veiled autobiography, from 
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s This Side of Paradise 
to James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist 

as a Young Man. It’s a judgment that tends to carry 
a shade of condescension, implying that first-time 
authors are able to mine only their own navel-gazing 
selves for material, not yet mature enough to spin 
narrative out of the exterior world. But if today’s 
batch of literary stars is any indication, turning the 
authorial gaze onto the author is no longer some-
thing to roll one’s eyes at; it’s positively celebrated. 

This month, Norwegian novelist Karl Ove 
Knausgaard, 46, releases the fourth installment in 
English of his six-volume saga, My Struggle, a sus-
tained recounting of the quotidian details of the 
author’s life. The faithfulness with which Knausgaard 
records the most personal minutiae of his life—from 
his father’s alcoholism to revelations about a past 
marriage—caused a scandal in his native country and 

made him an unlikely rock star in the States, where 
his readings draw mobs. Thirty-six-year-old Ben 
Lerner’s two novels have met with wide acclaim; they 
also closely resemble chapters of his own life, with 
2011’s Leaving the Atocha Station featuring a protago-
nist who is a poet on a fellowship in Madrid (just as 
Lerner was) and 2014’s 10:04 about an author enjoying 
the surprise success of his first novel. Sheila Heti, 38, 
broke into the mainstream with her 2010 book, How 
Should a Person Be?, which centers on a character 
named Sheila and is partly constructed from inter-
views with Heti’s own friends. And prominent writers 
like Teju Cole, Tao Lin and Edward St. Aubyn have fur-
ther swelled the ranks of this burgeoning class.

Much of fiction operates in essence like a fable: 
An obviously imaginary story tells some truth about 
the real world through the artifice of plot and char-
acter. While the novels of literary powerhouses like 
Jonathan Franzen, David Foster Wallace and Don 
DeLillo have used this approach to tackle big ideas 

like capitalism and terrorism, the current zeitgeist 
drives at verity by going deeper into the singular 
consciousness of the writer, relying less on stage-
craft. Flirting with the very edge of fiction, these 
novels reflect the rise of what might be classified as 
memoir-fiction.

David Shields, 58, the novelist and critic whose 
2010 book, Reality Hunger: A Manifesto, was champi-
oned among the literati for its call to transcend the 
traditional forms of the novel, says the trend reflects 
the novel’s philosophical bent. “Work that puts 
pressure on what a self is also puts pressure on the 
distinction between fiction and nonfiction,” he says. 
“The key move is to take the supposed raison d’être 
of nonfiction and use it as a trampoline off which 
to bounce into the most serious questions: What is 
truth? What is reality? What is memory?”

The movement also comes against the back-
drop of a larger cultural shift that is more and 
more populated with platforms for self-expression. 
Memoir-fiction shares with Twitter, Facebook and 
Instagram feeds a fascination with the fine points 
of everyday life, and the genre revels in the tone of 
frank confession we’ve come to expect from a fallen 
celebrity or politician. 

Yet the authors themselves tend to argue that the 
imputations of memoir and autobiography are mis-
applied to their works, and that while some aspects 
mirror their own lives, the novels ultimately remain 
as fictional as Great Expectations.

Heti says that she didn’t feel How Should a Person 
Be? was about her at all. “When I started writing, 
there were so many ideas I wanted to explore, but 
not ‘myself,’ ” she says by email. “I was never inter-
ested in myself in a memoir-ish way, and I always 
understood ‘Sheila’ as a character separate from me. 
It seems to me that there is a big difference between 
being interested in yourself because it’s you, and 
being interested in yourself because you are an 
example of a person.”

Aleksandar Hemon, 50, a Bosnian writer who has 
lived in Chicago the past two decades, is releasing 
his first novel in seven years, The Making of Zombie 
Wars, next month. A madcap comedy about a woebe-
gone screenwriter, it differs from his more somber 
previous books like Nowhere Man and The Lazarus 
Project, which contained autobiographical elements. 
Yet, he writes by email, “I never thought of those 
earlier books as being about me.” He adds: “The way 
I understood them is that I was starting from a per-
sonal space, then transcended it by way of language 
and storytelling, which is an experience that mirrors 
the reader’s.”

Literary agent Bill Clegg, 44, in addition to sell-
ing books, has proved successful at writing them. His 
2010 memoir, Portrait of an Addict as a Young Man, 
was an unflinching account of his drug addiction, 
and this year, he’ll be releasing his first novel, Did 
You Ever Have a Family. No matter the form, he sees 
most writing as an exploration of self. “The impulse 
to make sense of or extract meaning from one’s own 
experience and make it public is not a new one,” he 
says. “But it’s true there are many more ways in 
which to make it public.” 

shelf life

by J.C. Gabel   illustration by Patrik svensson

the FictiOn OF me
Some of the buzziest new authors—from Karl Ove Knausgaard  

to Sheila Heti—blur the line between fiction and memoir.  
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The 3rd Annual 
Architizer A+Awards
Honoring the best architecture, 
spaces & products. 

The Blue Planet  by 3XN
Photo Credit: Adam Mørk

ArchitizerAwards.com
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I fly Sentient Jet.
For me, life has always been an adventure.To get the most out of every

journey, I want the confidence that the details are taken care of, and I get

to my destination seamlessly.That’s why I carefully choose the right

partner to get me there, every time.

I fly for adventure.

I fly for my reasons.

I fly Sentient Jet.

877.534.3003

sentient.com

Sensible, intelligent private aviation.
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what’s news

The global rise of electronic dance music (colloquially known as EDM) 
has transformed nightlife, bringing neon light shows, wubby bass drops 
and millions in revenue to Las Vegas megaclubs and Berlin dance halls. 
These three DJs are leading the charge, lifting audiences into states of 
ecstasy from behind their whiz-kid sound decks. —Christopher Ross 

At a towering 6-foot-9, 27-year-old 
Afrojack, born Nick van de Wall, stands 

out in the crowd, and not just for his 
height. The Netherlands native is one of 

Las Vegas’s best-known resident DJs, 
drawing huge international audiences to 
Sin City nightclubs like XS and Hakkasan 
to party to his brand of adrenaline-laced, 

fist-pumping dance music. Working as  
a professional DJ since he was a teenager, 

van de Wall progressed from spinning 
records to creating his own music, 

collaborating with marquee acts like 
Beyoncé, Madonna and Snoop Dogg  

on tracks and releasing his debut album, 
Forget the World, last year. He was also 

the first DJ in history to ring the NASDAQ 
bell. And fittingly, his tastes aren’t 

dissimilar from a wealthy banker’s—he 
collects luxury cars including a Rolls-

Royce Ghost and an Audi Q7, travels 
around the world in a private jet and has 

dated Paris Hilton. It sounds plush, but 
it’s no walk in the park: Thanks to  

his all-hours schedule, van de Wall often 
doesn’t hit the sack until well after the 

sun has come up. >

AFROJACK
nick van de wall

7. Do you have a favorite hotel? 
It’s a tie between the Grand Amsterdam [above] and The 
Plaza in New York City. I also can’t travel without sunglasses. 
Right now I am really into this pair from Louis Vuitton.

8. What piece of artwork is most meaningful to you? 
Nighthawks, by Edward Hopper. It always felt like such a big 
part of my life. 

1. Do you have an  
essential grooming  
product? 
Nothing special. I like to 
keep it simple—does hand 
soap count?

2. What’s your favorite 
museum?
The Louvre in Paris. The 
history and architecture 
are really incredible. 
 
3. What are your favor-
ite musical moments?  
I love Michael Jackson, and 
U2 concerts are dope too. 
Pretty much anything that 
strives for greatness.

4. What’s your preferred 
travel snack? 
For me, it’s a bottle of 
water. Since I’m always 
traveling and performing, 
it’s important that I stay 
healthy and hydrated. 

5. Who’s your fashion icon? 
There has never been just one person, but 
one day I’ll dress like James Bond every day. 

6. What was a recent investment piece?
I bought a Breguet “La Musicale” that is 
made of this amazing rose gold with  
a music box inside. Also my Yeezy Red 
October shoes, custom-made for me by 
Nike in a size 15. They are un-Googleable 
and don’t exist outside of my closet.
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Greatness is on the menu.

Book at 866.519.7117 or bellagio.com/wsj.

An MGM Resorts International ® Destination.

Our culinary awards are many. Our reservations are in demand.

And now, Bellagio unveils Lago by Julian Serrano, where Italian small plates 

take center stage against the most dynamic views of  The Fountains of  Bellagio™.
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WHAT’S NEWS

Tim Bergling, the 25-year-old Swedish 
DJ and producer known as Avicii, makes 

upward of $28 million a year whipping 
crowds of thousands into wild frenzies in 

Miami and Ibiza—and modeling for Ralph 
Lauren on the side. His fantastic success 

began as a hobby; he was remixing house 
songs in his bedroom and posting them 

online until he was discovered by club 
promoter Ash Pournouri, who saw in the 

blond-haired wunderkind the makings of 
a star. Bergling rose to fame in the world 

of EDM on the strength of synth-heavy 
tracks like “Wake Me Up” and “Sunshine” 

(a collaboration with David Guetta).  
Around the time he released his fi rst 

album—True, in 2013—he started to su� er 
from the e� ects of his Dom Pérignon–

fueled lifestyle. After bouts of acute 
pancreatitis and a burst appendix, the life 
of the party quit drinking altogether. Now 

restored to full health, he produced several 
singles on Madonna’s recent Rebel Heart. 

And later this year, he’ll debut his new 
album, Stories, with contributions from 

Bon Jovi and Coldplay’s Chris Martin. >

AVICII
TIM BERGLING

5. What’s your preferred hotel?
It’s hard to keep track, but the Peninsula 
Shanghai is amazing. It overlooks the 
Bund, so it has an incredible view! 

6. What’s your favorite hometown 
restaurant?
I love eating at [indoor market] 
Östermalms Saluhall. It’s a great market, 
and it has little restaurants, cafes 
and delis where you can sit down for some 
traditional Swedish cuisine. 

1. What do you like 
to drink?
I don’t drink alcohol 
anymore, so I’d have to say 
Burn energy drink. It helps 
keep me going during sets. 

2. What’s your favorite 
restaurant abroad?
D.O.M. in São Paulo is a 
favorite. The fl avors are 
incredible. 

3. What destinations 
do you love to visit?
Stockholm and Los 
Angeles, because they are 
both home to me. 

4. Do you have a pet?
My ex-girlfriend took my 
last dog; I’m planning on 
getting a Puli and naming 
him Doobie.

7. What’s your favorite book?
The Game of Thrones series—so much better than the TV show. 

8. What are your most prized fashion possessions?
My plaid shirts—most are Denim & Supply Ralph Lauren. I also 
started wearing caps because my hair looked ridiculous onstage 
from all the sweat and fans blowing on me.

9. What’s your travel essential?
My MacBook Pro. I’ll create a rough draft of a melody, and when 
I’m back in the studio I can complete it. C
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COUTURE CELEBRATION
PARIS | 1.27.15
WSJ. Magazine hosted a powerhouse crowd
during the Paris spring 2015 couture shows
to toast WSJ. Magazine’s February cover star
Dasha Zhukova and her recent collaboration
with Rem Koolhaas on Moscow’s Garage
Museum of Contemporary Art. The soirée
took place in Saint-Germain-des-Prés, at the
home of Lauren Santo Domingo. The evening was
attended by fashion industry movers and shakers.
Photos by Victor Boyko/GettyImages.com

Anna Wintour, Dasha Zhukova, Lauren Santo Domingo

Natalia Vodianova, Antoine Arnault

Follow @WSJnoted or visit us at wsjnoted.com © 2015 Dow Jones & Company, InC. all RIghts ReseRveD. 6ao1416

Alber Elbaz, Anna Dello Russo Derek Blasberg, Naomi Campbell

Franca Sozzani, Livia Giuggioli Firth

Karl Lagerfeld

Alexandre Arnault, Alessandro Sartori

Diego Della Valle Riccardo Tisci Giancarlo Giammetti, Eugenie Niarchos, Bianca Brandolini,
Noor Fares

Rick Owens, Michele Lamy

Pierre-Yves Roussel
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what’s news

A spry 47 years old, long-haired 
Frenchman David Guetta is a veteran of 
the global DJ scene who began spinning 

in Paris before house music hit the main-
stream. But he’s in no danger of losing 

his step—in recent years, he’s been rated 
among the top DJs in the world. While he 

was hugely influential in popularizing 
EDM, his trademark contribution has 

been to crossbreed electronic music with 
genres like pop and hip-hop, producing 

megahits such as “When Love Takes 
Over” with Kelly Rowland and “Where 

Them Girls At” with Nicki Minaj and Flo 
Rida. (His recent single “Hey Mama” 

features Minaj and Afrojack.) Jet lag is a 
near-constant professional hazard as he 

hops between gigs in hot spots like Berlin 
and Mexico City. He’s estimated to have 
pulled in $30 million last year and once 

played to a crowd of two million in Brazil 
during Carnival. But Guetta is now striv-

ing to imbue the polished surface of his 
music with more depth. Made in the wake 

of a divorce, his latest album, Listen, is 
his most personal yet. •

DAVID GUETTA
pierre david guetta 

5. What’s your favorite pair of shoes?
Stan Smith by Adidas. Timeless.

6. What restaurants do you love to 
visit abroad? 
Roca Cookery in Mykonos, Greece, and 
Queue de Cheval [below] in Montreal.

7. What’s your favorite piece of  
artwork? 
Keith Haring made me a drawing when  
I met him in Paris many years ago. I love 
his work. 

1. What’s your essential 
grooming product? 
Dr Sebagh Supreme Eye 
Serum. With so many  
late nights and flying  
every other day, it’s like  
a magic trick. 

2. What’s a great con-
cert you saw recently? 
I just saw Die Antwoord 
in New York City. It was so 
much fun; I loved it.

3. Who’s your fashion 
icon? 
Steve McQueen. He had 
an effortless style that 
represented who he was 
as a man: sexy, cool, 
understated. 

4. What’s your favorite 
hotel? 
The Siam in Bangkok. It is 
chic, inspired by the jazzy 
Art Deco era, but sumptu-
ously modern. But Ibiza 
is my spiritual home—it’s 
been a place for people to 
express themselves for 
centuries, since the Roman 
days. It has a unique pulse.

8. What’s your favorite book?
The Little Prince, by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. It’s a classic tale  
of love, friendship and loss by one of the greatest French authors. 

9. What museum do you love to visit? 
The Museum of Old and New Art [left], in Hobart, Tasmania, and 
the Pompidou, in Paris.

10. What was a recent investment piece? 
J’adore all that Saint Laurent does. I recently bought a new 
leather jacket—it’s barely ever off my back. C
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GEM AWARDS | 1.9.15
NEW YORK
This year marked the 13th annual
GEM Awards, recognizing the remarkable
success of companies and individuals
whose work raises the status and visibility
of fine jewelry and watches. Influencers
across the industry gathered at Cipriani
42nd Street to honor luminaries in
the categories of Design, Marketing &
Communications, and Media Excellence.
Larry Pelzel of Neiman Marcus took home
the Lifetime Achievement Award.
Photos by: Ben Rosser/BFAnyc.com &
Angela Pham/BFAnyc.com

Jane Seymour

Follow us @WSJnoted

Charles Stanley, Carolyn Murphy, Russell Kelly

Todd Reed, Stephen Webster, Alexis Bittar

David Yurman, Sybil Yurman

wsjnoted.com
© 2015 Dow Jones & Company, InC. all RIghts ReseRveD.

KauaiDiscovery.com

YOUR
BUSY LIFE.

AtmosphereMichael O’Connor

Larry PelzelKaren Katz, Alan Katz

Na-pali Coast

Wailua Falls

the road less traveled
isn’t always a road.

#LetHawaiiHappen

@dyllazo

gohawaii.com/Kauai



PRETTY  
SIMPLE

MARKET REPORT.fashion & design forecast april 2015
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Day or night, pristine white dresses 
are a cool new canvas for spring.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BEN WELLER 
STYLING BY CELESTINE COONEY

BLANC SLATE  
A fluid sheath with a 

long slit is a sculptural 
take. Calvin Klein 
Collection viscose 

dress. Rochas socks 
and Jimmy Choo shoes 

worn throughout.
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SMOCKING BIRD 
A chemise that 
Sleeping Beauty 
could only dream of. 
Dior embroidered 
cotton poplin dress.

wsj. maga zine

INNOCENT 
BYSTANDER 
Sweetly tied flats 
lend breeziness to 
an immaculate ball 
gown. Carolina 
Herrera dress with 
leather straps. 
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FULLY BRIEFED 
A blazer-inspired 
minidress takes the 
work out of dressing 
up. Giorgio Armani 
stretch wool dress.

wsj. maga zine

BELLE FLEUR   
Embroidered daisies 
are sweet details in a 
snowy palette. Chanel 
cotton lace dress.



market report

LONG DISTANCE 
A plunging keyhole 
halterneck and 
ribbing on the bias 
give this piece extra 
swing. Salvatore 
Ferragamo woven 
cotton dress.

54 wsj. maga zine

Watch actual reviews come to life at
SEEPUERTORICO.COM 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 1•800•866•7827

traveler reviewa

Cueva Ventana, Arecibo

I'd heard about this place and told myself 
that I'd go during my next trip to PR.
I made that trip a reality and am SO glad
I did. It is absolutely AMAZING!
The photos don't do it justice...
IT'S A MUST-SEE IN PERSON! 

Cueva Ventana is more than a unique natural cave 
spectacle. It's a five star world class attraction.
Live your own five star vacation story.

Kimberly M, VirginiaKimberly M, Virginia

WOW...

FOR MORE ATION 1•800•866E INFORMA

/seepuertorico @PRTourismCo

7



LIKE A PRAYER 
A whisper-light 
draped gown is 
the answer for any 
occasion. Lanvin 
crepe silk dress. 
Model, Aneta Pajak 
at DNA; hair, Mari 
Ohashi; makeup, 
Niamh Quinn; 
manicure, Zarra.  
For details see 
Sources, page 114.

market report
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ADVERTISEMENT

Madison Avenue, the largest fine timepiece marketplace in
North America, invites you to experience Haute Horlogerie during

the 5th Annual Madison Avenue Watch Week.

Collectors and connoisseurs will have the opportunity to become
immersed in the artistry and craftsmanship of exceptional timepieces,

many on view for the first time in America.

Visit MadisonAvenueWatchWeek.com for the calendar of timepiece
premieres, exhibitions, artisan demonstrations and in-store events.

madisonavenuewatchweek.com

A. Lange & Söhne

Chopard

David Yurman

de Grisogono

F.P.Journe

Fabergé

Georg Jensen

Hublot

Jaeger-LeCoultre

John Varvatos

Montblanc

Panerai

Vacheron Constantin
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the exchange.leading the conversation april 2015

I
NTERIOR DESIGNER Michael Smith is widely 
known for his fresh American take on clas-
sic English country-house décor. It’s won him 
such notable projects as the Oval Office and 

the White House private quarters (the first lady 
recently unveiled a redo of the family dining room), 
a refresh of the American Embassy in Paris and a 
London townhouse for Net-a-Porter founder Natalie 
Massenet (who is currently searching for an actual 
English country house for Smith to decorate). But 
the Southern California native is also mindful of his 
state’s history as a Spanish colonial outpost. “Spain 
is the mother ship,” he says. 

Two years ago, when President Obama named 
Smith’s partner of 15 years, former HBO executive James  

Costos, the U.S. Ambassador to Spain and Andorra, 
Smith’s relationship to the country got more personal—
and his travel schedule even crazier. (The designer, 
whose uniform includes Hermès sweaters and Nike 
sneakers, jokingly refers to himself as “the James Brown 
of decorating,” due to his many hours on the road.) Smith, 
who already had three homes—in the California desert, 
Los Angeles and Manhattan—now makes monthly trips 
to Madrid, where he recently completed a speedy top-
to-bottom transformation of the embassy residence. 
The project involved borrowing museum-worthy art 
from the likes of patron Agnes Gund and artist Ed 
Ruscha, and required countless yards of his own fabric.  
(Smith owns two lines, Jasper and Templeton.) 

In Spain, he has also tapped into a new network of 

craftsmen—from Majorcan glass blowers to weavers 
at the royal tapestry factory in Madrid. Meanwhile, 
during frequent stops in Paris, he’s likely to drop in on 
antiques dealer Philippe Perrin or artist Philippe 
Anthonioz, whose sculptural fixtures and furniture 
are among his favorites. The visits inspire him to apply 
centuries-old techniques to contemporary décor, and 
take customization to the nth degree. “Decorating is 
essentially a customer-service business, based on peo-
ple’s deep wants and aspirations,” he says, noting that 
he often works with artisans to make one-off cre-
ations, such as an entire library of bronze and 
leather-wrapped bookshelves he collaborated on with 
Anthonioz for a Park Avenue client. “I’m constantly 
researching, but I love where it takes me.” >

BY JULIA REED   PHOTOGRAPHY BY SALVA LÓPEZ

The globe-trotting, multitasking designer—whose busy schedule is outdone only by that  
of his most famous client, President Obama—has a new home base in Madrid. 

tracked

MICHAEL SMITH

GOOD YARN  
Smith picks out colors for 
a rug at Real Fábrica de 
Tapices. “It’s like Raggedy 
Ann’s hair factory,” he says.
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9
cups of coffee

consumed over the course of the day.

536,000
miles

flown by Smith in 2014; he typically  
takes 13 flights a month, including at least 

one to Madrid. 

3
phones 

Smith has a BlackBerry for emails,  
an iPhone for photos and a Samsung  

Renown world phone.

26
bespoke suits 

ordered from Smith’s Spanish tailor  
in the past two years.

47
emails 

received between 1:45 a.m., Smith’s  
bedtime, and his wake-up call at 6:30 a.m.

30
minutes

of naptime: Smith always travels  
with a quilted Uniqlo jacket that doubles 

as a pillow.

4
replays

of Taylor Swift’s hit “Shake It Off.”  
He enjoys de-stressing to what Swift 

 calls “this sick beat.” >

1
pair of blue-and-gold Nikes 

customized for Smith by his longtime client 
Net-a-Porter founder Natalie Massenet.

5
dogs 

Greco and Whistler in Madrid, and Jasper, 
Sport and Lily in Los Angeles.

7:00 a.m.
Checks emails

Before breakfast, Smith catches 
up in an upstairs sitting room  

of the U.S. Embassy’s residence 
in Madrid, which got a makeover 

during last year’s renovation.

9:30 a.m.
In the car
Smith’s watch is always set to  
Los Angeles time; he relies on  
his mobile phones for local time. 

9:45 a.m.
Gets measured
for a custom corduroy suit by 
tailor Manuel Calvo de Mora.

10:55 a.m.
Arrives at the airport

to catch his flight to Paris.  
In his carry-on are auction catalogs.

8:50 a.m.
Real Fábrica  

de Tapices
A visit to the tapestry 

workshop, founded  
in 1721 by King Philip V, 

to commission rugs.



GEICO has been serving up great car insurance and
fantastic customer service for more than 75 years. Get a

quote and see how much you could save today.

geico.com | 1-800-947-AUTO | local office

Saving People
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GEICO has been serving up great car insurance and

Money Since 1936
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488
fabrics

in Smith’s Jasper line, named after his dog.  

$39,500
Cost of a custom chandelier created  

by sculptor Philippe Anthonioz, who  
frequently collaborates with Smith.

42
staff members

work for Smith, including the Madrid-based 
María García de la Rasilla, the wife of Prince 

Konstantin-Assen of Bulgaria.

1
catchphrase 

resulting from Smith’s color  
scheme for redecorating the Oval Office:  

The Audacity of Taupe. •

20
years

since Smith founded his  
self-named business.

5 
hotels 

designed by Smith, including  
New York’s Lowell, where he is now  

revamping the restaurant.

76
artworks

including pieces by Robert Rauschenberg, 
Josef Albers and Walton Ford that Smith 

arranged, on loan, for the U.S. Embassy and 
residence in Madrid.  

126
guests 

at Smith’s 50th-birthday bash in Madrid 
last May, a three-day affair.

2
flight attendants 

invited by Smith to the embassy in  
Spain after he befriended them on his 

frequent flights. 

6:30 p.m.
Checks in at the Bristol  

Smith has stayed at the hotel for 10 years. 
“My greatest fears are packing, unpacking 

and traffic,” he says.

9:30 p.m.
Dines at Le Duc
During a FaceTime chat, Costos says hello to 
Smith’s dinner companions, designer Andrew Gn 
and antiques dealer Philippe Perrin. Smith  
orders sole meunière and a tequila on the rocks. 

3:50 p.m.
Galerie Patrick Seguin
Smith takes a break after looking at 
mid-century classics by Jean Prouvé, 
Pierre Jeanneret and Jean Royère.

4:30 p.m.
Visits artist’s studio
Smith goes over designs with  
sculptor Philippe Anthonioz.

the e xchange tracked
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2:45 p.m.
Buys antiques
After landing in Paris, Smith heads 
straight to boiserie specialists  
Féau & Cie; he buys a sofa on the spot. 
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NUMBERS CAN BE EXTRAORDINARY

PENFOLDS.COM

389
B I N

389

A BLEND OF CABERNET AND SHIRAZ. MATURED USING THE SAME OAK BARRELS THAT HELD THE

PREVIOUS VINTAGE OF OUR FLAGSHIP RED, PENFOLDS GRANGE. HENCE OFTEN REFERRED TO AS ‘BABY GRANGE’.

AMONG THE 389 CANDIDATES TAKING THE 1893 BRITISH ARMY OFFICERS ENTRANCE EXAM, ONE

YOUNG UNDERACHIEVER WAS SITTING THE TEST FOR THE THIRD TIME. HIS NAME WAS WINSTON CHURCHILL.
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A
t 8 p.m. on a balmy summer Wednesday, 
the dining room at D’O begins filling up. A 
young couple gets cozy at a corner table, 
while nearby three men in fine Italian suits 

study the menu, giddy with anticipation—for the 
savory baba with fresh watermelon and prosciutto 
powder, or the burnt-flour pasta with hazelnuts, 
tamarind and sea beans. They’ve been waiting a long 
time to eat here. The restaurant, in a nondescript 
town just outside Milan, may be Italy’s most elu-
sive reservation. Its 40 seats book up as much as 
eight months in advance. The low-key trattoria is 
an unlikely sensation, with a single long-standing 
Michelin star and not much décor beyond scrapbook-
style black-and-white photos of the chef and his 
team. Davide Oldani, the slim 47-year-old behind the 
place, certainly has a finely honed palate, but it’s the 
restaurant’s cost-to-quality ratio (entrees max out at 
around $18) that has kept the place thriving. “I like 

BY JaY Cheshes   
PhotograPhY BY stefano triPodi

After years of taking it slow, 
Milan restaurateur Davide 

Oldani expands his empire.

story  
of D’o

the business of food to have a full restaurant,” he says. “I don’t talk about 
low prices; I talk about fair prices.”

Two years ago Oldani was invited to address a 
class at Harvard Business School to discuss a case 
study an Italian professor had written on D’O. The 
students grilled him on his plans. “They wanted to 
know what’s next,” he says. “I told them, ‘I’m going 
slow, slow, slow.’ ”

Oldani has found culinary renown without 
expanding too fast. His restaurant in the village of 
Cornaredo was bought and paid for long ago with-
out any help from outside investors. The Harvard 
appearance finally gave him confidence to explore 
new opportunities. Last spring he opened a casual 
Davide Oldani Café—a licensing deal—at Milan’s 
Malpensa Airport. This summer he’ll launch a new 
flagship around the corner from D’O; and in the fall, 
a concept called FOO’D opens at one of Manila’s 
Shangri-La hotels. “If I move into the city, there’s 

reservation road  
A sampling of dishes 

from D’O, where entrees 
top out at around $18. 

Its 40 seats book up as 
much as eight months  

in advance. 

>
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CAPTION HERE  
Go egerorei fuercer ficaeto 
cum istam ublis egit. Grae 
ferum ve, nostrae detentem 
forum unum esignos atudam 
ompliam mantrus bonum 
et dius. Vivir, nostrae 
detentem forum unum 
esignos atudam ompliam 
mantrus bonumissum 
mortem a maiost? 

a lot of competition,” he says, touring his future flag-
ship just as construction work begins. “Here I’m the 
only game in town.”

The new spot, designed by modernist architect 
Piero Lissoni, will be more than twice the size of 
its sibling, with nearly 50 seats and a test kitchen 
in the basement where the chef can audition dishes 
for special guests. He hopes to open by midsummer 
during Expo Milan, the food-themed world’s fair 
that’s expected to draw some 20 million visitors to 
an open-air compound a short drive from the restau-
rant. Oldani, an official Expo ambassador, will run 
a small cafe at the fair, serving a few simple sweet 
and savory dishes highlighting Milanese ingredi-
ents and his distinctive Cucina Pop style—as he calls 
his Italian spin on democratic fine dining. Though 
few Italians have tasted his food, the chef has been 
pushing his philosophy for years, through television 
(he’s the head judge on a prime-time cooking com-
petition) and cookbooks (his first one in English is 
out this spring).

As an occasional spokesman for more than a dozen 
international and Italian brands, Oldani boasts as 
many sponsors as a Formula One driver. He’s backed 
by Samsung, which supplied equipment for the R&D 
section of his new kitchen, and Mercedes, which every 
year gives him a new car to drive. The fashion designer 
Giorgio Armani is so enamored of his cuisine, he flew 
Oldani to Paris last year to cook for 480 guests at his 
One Night Only soiree at the Palais de Tokyo. 

Oldani thinks like an industrial designer, seeking 
innovative solutions to problems most chefs and din-
ers haven’t noticed. A meal at D’O might start with 
soup in a wide-brimmed bowl, of his design, with a 
sloping base that makes it easier to spoon up every 
drop. Wine is served in glasses with one edge of the 
rim set higher than the other, allowing variation in 
how close the aroma gets to your nose. To save room 
on the table, and to encourage diners to sample every 
flavor with one bite, he created the Passepartout, a 
combination fork, knife and spoon. “To appreciate our 
food you have to pick up all the ingredients together,” 
he says. “If you use a fork with a bit of spoon and a bit 
of knife, you can get it all at once.” Corporate execu-
tives have noticed the chef’s knack for design and 
started to enlist his skills. He’s conceived of water 
glasses for San Pellegrino, espresso cups and spoons 
for Lavazza and a new line of unbreakable melamine 
dishes for furniture maker Kartell that debuted at 
the Maison & Objet show in Paris this winter.

Oldani grew up five minutes away from his res-
taurant in the same building he now lives in with his 
girlfriend, Evelina Rolandi, and their infant daughter, 
Camilla Maria (his mother still lives in the build-
ing too). At 18, while attending the nearby cooking 
school he recruits most of his staff from, he landed a 
summer job working for Gualtiero Marchesi, the first 
chef in Italy to earn three stars from Michelin. He 
sat outside the main kitchen cutting open hundreds 
of prickly sea urchins and dreaming of joining the 
core team inside. “In Italy back then, above Marchesi 
there was nobody,” he says.

The maestro eventually became a mentor. After 
an apprenticeship, Marchesi sent Oldani out into the 

world to learn from other masters (just as Oldani now 
does with his top talent at D’O). After a few years on 
the road—cooking under Alain Ducasse in Monaco, 
Michel Roux Jr. in London and pastry chef Pierre 
Hermé in Paris—he returned to work for Marchesi, 
opening new restaurants for him outside Italy.

In 2003 he struck out on his own, launching D’O 
with a simple idea: serving Michelin-star cuisine at 
prices anyone in town could afford. Ingredients were 
humble and local—no foie gras, caviar or truffles. 
Lunch included a prix fixe option: $14 for two courses 
with coffee and a glass of wine. News soon spread of 
a Marchesi acolyte who was practically giving away 
his cooking. “They couldn’t believe it,” says Oldani. 
“They wondered, ‘What is he doing?’ ” The food 
cognoscenti came out to the suburbs to see for them-
selves—and never stopped coming.

You can still buy two courses at lunch for $14, 
though these days you’ll have to spring for your own 
wine and coffee. It’s not much more for an à la carte 
meal of the chef’s now famous onion tarte tatin with 
Grana Padano ice cream, his spare, golden souffléed 
frittata and his modern spin on risotto Milanese, 
featuring a bright spiral of saffron sauce atop 
al dente white rice.

With his new flagship and other ventures, his food 
will become much easier to sample. “We have plenty 
to do,” says Oldani, well into his busiest year ever 
(in addition to the new restaurants, he’s launching 
his own salumi, a signature olive oil—in powdered 
form—and a risotto). “I want to reach more people,” 
he continues. “The Pop philosophy is not marketing; 
it’s something serious—it’s about high quality that’s 
accessible, too.” •

CUSTOM BLEND  Oldani (above) creates his own line of 
utensils and dishes. Top right: Espresso spoons, designed by 
the chef to stir sugar without disturbing the crema on top. 

“i like to  
have a full 
restaurant. 
i don’t talk 
about low 
prices; i talk 
about fair 
prices.”

—davide oldani



wearing a spangled coat over a beaded frock—I am 
hardly alone in my enthusiasm for Sacai. In fact, my 
penchant is shared by so many of my fashion-world 
peers, it could be argued that this legion of devo-
tees—recognizing each other by an errant strand of 
ribbon swaying from a hem, or a lace collar resting 
where you would expect mere poplin—constitutes a 
veritable fashion cult. The designer responsible for 
this cult is Tokyo resident Chitose Abe. In person 
she is self-effacing, preferring, it seems, to let her 
creations speak for themselves. Asked if she was 
caught off guard by the way the line has taken off, 
she says, “I’m happy that Sacai feels like something 
new, that’s different to anything else…. Of course, I 
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BY LYnn Yaeger  

Sixteen years ago, after leaving Comme des Garçons, Chitose Abe began experimenting with  
making her own clothes. Today, her slightly twisted fashion has a global fan base.  

the cULt OF 

SACAI

BRAND AIDS 
shopping bags, as 
seen in Sacai: A to Z, 
a history of the line 
published this month 
by rizzoli.

C
rack open the door of my overstuffed 
closet and there they are: the cranberry 
cardigan with the men’s suiting ruffle; the 
navy fisherman’s cable-knit with the bustle; 

the scarlet extravaganza with the grosgrain buttons 
and a swath of chiffon lining peeking naughtily from 
its backside; the striper with the side-lacings like 
cheerful bondage pj’s; the gray flannel saved from 
banality by a splash of sequins and a slash of satin. 
All of these sweaters (and, in truth, even more) have 
at least one thing in common: a plain muslin label 
that reads Sacai.

Though I think of myself as a unique dresser—
I’ve been known to run out for a quart of milk 

always feel that there is so much more to do.”
Some labels trumpet their birth with vast 

advertising campaigns, with celebutante brand 
ambassadors and star-studded front rows. No such 
fanfare was on Abe’s mind when she began her 
business 16 years ago. Instead, she concentrated on 
honing her slightly twisted sensibility, a willful dis-
regard of conventional assumptions about classic 
silhouettes. Who else would add a ruffled rear to a 
raincoat, or make a kilt with strips of printed chiffon? 
When was the last time you saw an ivory biker jacket 
bursting with fluffy feminine puffs, or an oversize 
argyle pullover hosting a smaller argyle cardigan on 
its front panel, or a button-down shirt serving as >

a base for a strapless sequined bustier? 
These witty but wearable creations 
manage to be comfortably familiar but 
also innovative.

Abe’s slow-but-steady approach has 
certainly paid o� : You can now fi nd 
Sacai sold to quietly chic women at 
retail outlets in 36 countries around the 
globe, and this month Rizzoli will pub-
lish Sacai: A to Z. The book details the 
ethos and history of the house—a retro-
spective that includes Sacai paper dolls, 
a manga-style graphic novel describing 
Abe’s career path and even a detachable 
paper pattern, if you care to attempt 
your own Sacai (warning: The instruc-
tions are in Japanese).

If her sensibility seems fearless, this 
may be because Abe once worked for 
the iconic, highly eccentric Japanese 
brand Comme des Garçons. “I learned so much from 
her,” Abe recalls of her time with Comme’s creative 
director, Rei Kawakubo. “The main thing was her 
sense of individuality—that your work should be 
innovative and not like other people’s.” Abe left the 
company in 1997 to raise her daughter, spending her 
days wearing the mommy uniform of jeans, chinos, 
T-shirts and V-neck sweaters. It got her thinking: 
Could she somehow harness this resolutely casual, 
militantly dressed-down outfi t and transform it 
into something more glamorous? She began to 
experiment, fusing a shirt and sweater to become 
one garment, hand-knitting 
a small group of fi ve samples 
that would become her fi rst 
collection, in 1999.

“In Japan,” Abe explains, 
“we are not used to chang-
ing outfi ts during the day. As a 
result, in my collections, I inject 
the just dose of elegance, which 
allows us to go out for dinner 
with the same outfi t we wore in 
the morning to go to work.” Out 
of such musings, Abe’s fi rst big 
hit was born: a day-for-night   
tuxedo-cardigan with an inter-
nal belt. The fashion world, 
always in search of fresh blood, 
rapidly paid attention. In the 
U.S. alone Sacai now has some 
50 points of sale, including Ikram in Chicago, The 
Webster in Miami and Maxfi eld in Los Angeles. 

Sarah Andelman, the co-founder and creative 
director of Colette, Paris’s premier concept 
store, says that when she fi rst glimpsed 
Sacai a decade ago, “I immediately knew this 
line would be perfect for Colette. The way 
Sacai will twist classic clothes is unique. She’ll mix 
street codes with lingerie, and other subtle details 
which make each piece really special.” Though she 
can’t tell you the exact number of Sacais in her own 
wardrobe, Andelman insists that she still wears 
the fi rst Sacai she ever bought—a silk and lace 

cardigan. Sarah Rutson, the former fashion direc-
tor of Lane Crawford in Hong Kong and now vice 
president of global buying at Net-a-Porter, clearly 
puts her money where her pretty mouth is  . When I 
recently met her for a bowl of happy birthday Jell-O 
at a Midtown Manhattan diner, she was wearing a 
tweedy biker jacket with a curvy, girly silhouette 
that no road hog ever sported: an archetype accord-
ing to Sacai.

“I always knew I wanted to be in charge of my 
own business,” Abe told the fashion journalist Sarah 
Mower, who wrote the book’s foreword. “I never want 
to be told what to do! I have 12 employees these days, 
but I still do everything myself—doing the payroll,
going to the bank.” The tricky task of keeping the line 
fresh, of not abandoning the tropes that fi rst enrap-
tured fans while allowing her ideas to evolve, is always 

on her mind. “Of course, there is 
some of that pressure,” she con-
cedes, “but I also enjoy the notion of 
building on something from season 
to season incrementally; I plan to 
continue to search for new ideas.”

This new way of thinking is 
perhaps what people have been 
searching for in an age of giant 
multinationals gobbling up young 
fashion houses. When everything 
seems to be manufactured in vast 
quantities for the delectation of 
millions around the globe, the 
artisanal, one-o�  nature of a Sacai 
garment has special power. Karl 
Templer, the renowned stylist who 
has worked with Abe on her run-

way shows since spring 2012, says that Abe’s work 
reminds him of British street style, “through her 
use of classic pieces like the trench, the peacoat, the 
white shirt, and the reimagining of them in a com-
pletely new fashion context.”

With her fan base growing every day—and with 
luminaries like Gwyneth Paltrow, Emma Watson, 
Lupita Nyong’o and Rihanna sporting Sacai—you 
might think the label is in danger of overexposure. 
On the contrary, even in its hometown, Sacai can 
be elusive. In Tokyo on a recent visit, I set out for 
the Sacai fl agship, designed by Sou Fujimoto—the 
Japanese architect whose temporary Serpentine 
Gallery Pavilion in London was praised for its ethe-
real simplicity. Japan is notorious for its lack of 
street addresses, and the vague instructions to 
turn right at the Prada store on Omotesando did 
little to help me. Finally, after what seemed like 

an eternity searching the little side streets, I saw 
a big cement box at the end of a gravel pathway.

Like so many fi ner things in life, qualities that 
don’t jump out at you but take a little work often 

turn out to be the most worthwhile. I rapidly fell in 
love with the shop, which manages to be austere and 
yet somehow cozy. And when I spotted that woolly 
burgundy cardigan with the pinstriped peplum, 
what could I do? Though my closet might argue oth-
erwise, for members of the cult of Sacai, there is 
always room for one more. •C
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THE E XCHANGE THE CULT OF SACAI

THE FUSIONIST
From top: Chitose 
Abe, Sacai’s founding 
designer; the line’s 
signature plain muslin 
labels, with numbers 
for each style; Sacai’s 
Tokyo fl agship store, 
designed by architect 
Sou Fujimoto; looks 
from previous seasons. 

50 points of sale, including Ikram in Chicago, The 

Sacai will twist classic clothes is unique. She’ll mix 
street codes with lingerie, and other subtle details 
which make each piece really special.” Though she 
can’t tell you the exact number of Sacais in her own 
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SO FAR 
AWAY 

COME UNDONE 
 Embrace the effortless sexiness of 

a black wrap dress. Loewe dress.



PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOSH OLINS 
STYLING BY CLARE RICHARDSON

The savage beauty of Maui’s Hana coastline is  
a dramatic backdrop for heat-seeking styles—ideal  

for a remote Hawaiian retreat.

ISLAND 
DRESSING

CLIFF’S NOTES   
A tiny top makes velvet 

trousers an adventurous 
choice. Louis Vuitton velvet 

bra and cropped pants.



74 75

LET THE SUN SHINE 
Revel in the rays with 

swim-inspired pieces—
and keep a hat at hand. 

Dolce & Gabbana lace bra, 
Proenza Schouler black 

bikini bottoms, The Row 
silk shirt and Eugenia 

Kim straw hat. Opposite: 
Bottega Veneta cotton 

bodysuit, Hermès cashmere 
coat and Early Halloween 

vintage straw bag.



76

NEAR AND FAR 
Natural beauty is hard to 
ignore when augmented by 
a casually sexy ensemble. 
Opposite: Marni cotton  
top and skirt and Alexander 
Wang leather sandals. 



ON THE ROCKS 
Soak up the sun in a draped 
skirt that telegraphs ease. 
Michael Kors black skirt.



80 81

LET’S GET LOST 
For afternoon strolls in 
steamy climes, throw  
on a comfortable jumpsuit 
or a dress with airy cutouts. 
Donna Karan New York 
draped bra top and Yohji 
Yamamoto overalls. 
Opposite: Stella McCartney 
ribbed dress. 



83

SPIRIT OF ALOHA 
Black can look  

beach-ready when it’s 
simple, sheer and  

off the shoulder. Ralph 
Lauren Black Label  

silk shirtdress. Opposite: 
Marc by Marc Jacobs 

dress. Model, Vanessa 
Axente at DNA;  

hair, Esther Malassine; 
makeup, Maki Ryoke. 

For details see Sources, 
page 114.



BY ROBERT MURPHY   PHOTOGRAPHY BY ROBERT POLIDORI
PORTRAIT BY ZOË GHERTNER

A cult of avid fans follows the French fashion brand  
helmed by creative director Phoebe Philo and  

CEO Marco Gobbetti. Now it is making history with  
a new headquarters in one of Paris’s storied buildings.

SPRING LOOK  
A view of the shoe 
showroom in Céline’s new 
Parisian headquarters, 
the design of which was 
overseen by creative 
director Phoebe Philo 
(above right). 



O
N PARIS’S TINY rue Vivienne, a stone’s 
throw from the Palais-Royal, the 
regal pile built by Cardinal Richelieu 
as his home nearly 400 years ago, 
sits a smaller yet equally stately 
neoclassical mansion known as the 

Hôtel Colbert de Torcy. Behind its limestone facade, 
the walls have witnessed their fair share of French 
history. Constructed in the mid-17th century, the 
building was originally owned by Jacques Tubeuf, 
a financial advisor to the absolutist King Louis XIII 
and a close confidant of Cardinal Jules Mazarin, the 
Machiavellian godfather to the Sun King, Louis XIV. 

Today, fashion aristocracy has moved in. Céline, 
the influential LVMH-owned fashion and accesso-
ries brand, has made the hôtel particulier its first 
Parisian maison. An extensive gut-renovation was 
recently completed, transporting the space back to 
its former glory, under the direction of the discreet 
and finely attuned British creative director Phoebe 
Philo. Together with chief executive officer Marco 
Gobbetti, she has led the 70-year-old brand to new 
heights, with revenue increasing fourfold since their 

arrival in 2008. But Céline, which was founded in 
1945 and became part of LVMH in 1996, didn’t have a 
headquarters that matched the level of its influence. 
With its arrival at 16 rue Vivienne, it has finally joined 
the major houses whose addresses are part of Paris’s 
fashion landscape, such as Chanel at 31 rue Cambon, 
Dior at 30 avenue Montaigne and Hermès at 24 rue du 
Faubourg Saint-Honoré. 

“This is home, basically,” says Gobbetti, 56. “Our 
project has been about building a house more than a 
brand. From that point of view, this building repre-
sents the foundation and where we come from. It is 
solid with an element of timelessness.” 

While he and Philo gravitated to the building for its 
history, they realized it would need a major overhaul 
to return it to its former glory. Its last incarnation as 
drab corporate offices concealed the building’s elegant 
bones. Only a few hints of its former self persisted, 
including a sweeping stone staircase, part of the origi-
nal design by French architect Pierre Le Muet, as well 
as the Salle Colbert, a great room with ornately painted 
19th-century wood paneling. (It’s now a dining room 
where clients can enjoy lunch under the picturesque 

blue-and-white ceiling.) And though the structure 
itself is protected by order of the French culture minis-
try, nearly everything inside needed to be redone. Not 
only did the project provide ample room for the entire 
company, which had been divided in disparate loca-
tions across Paris, but it also offered the opportunity 
for Philo to carve the brand’s identity in solid stone. 

“I believe in things being beautifully made but 
at the same time practical,” says Philo, 41, who 
directed the renovation herself rather than hiring 
a high-profile architect, as have many of her peers. 
“We work in a detailed and thorough manner. I like 
the process to have an ease, allowing for things to 
unfold as we go along.” 

Like Philo’s designs for Céline’s fashion and acces-
sories, the results avoid any overt branding. The only 
hint of the building’s stylish occupants is a discreet, 
creamy Céline sign next to the heavy entry doors 
painted a vibrant cerulean blue. In the sparsely dec-
orated foyer across the cobblestone courtyard is a 
potted ficus tree, a signature of many Céline stores.

The hôtel “is a beautiful historical container that 
stands on its own, but on the inside we wanted to 

FRESH COAT  
A coat from the 

spring 2015 collection 
hangs in the main 

showroom. Opposite: 
The pilastered facade 

and courtyard were 
restored by Céline. 
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innovate and do something different,” says Gobbetti. 
“Both Phoebe and I are interested in building some-
thing that will last over time.” 

In design terms, that meant juxtaposing the struc-
ture’s existing details like marble mantelpieces, 
painted wood beams and ornate moldings with clean 
white walls and brightly colored lacquered display 
cabinets. The main showroom features a multicol-
ored marquetry floor—similar to those in Céline’s 
stores in New York’s SoHo and London’s Mount 
Street—incorporating 12 types of marble sourced 
from Italy, France and Brazil. Under the bright, nearly 
clinical lighting from custom-designed fixtures, the 
lush marble provides a rich counterpoint to the sleek 
ready-to-wear. Ultra-simple black racks vanish under 
the hanging clothes, and wooden boxes with rattan 
trim are arranged neatly as low display tables. The 
décor is situated somewhere between the postmod-
ern baroque of Italian masters Ettore Sottsass and 
Piero Gilardi and mid-century modern functional 
austerity. Save for chairs by German architect Egon 
Eiermann and British designer Robin Day, as well as 
a few vintage finds, Philo oversaw all the furniture 
design, including the rough-hewn-wood stools and 
the simple white trestle display cases. In an elegant, 
round meeting room with parquet flooring, a UFO-
like vintage Danish fixture lights a curvilinear, black 
vintage table, while in a reception space, an over-
size brass chandelier from the Danish artist FOS 

(a.k.a. Thomas Poulsen) hovers overhead. (Philo also 
worked with FOS to create light fixtures and planters 
for the Céline stores.)

“The building is austere,” says Gobbetti. “But on the 
inside you need to feel good.” Central to the project is a 
vast design studio, visible through a glass atrium that 
resembles an orangery. Philo’s staff scurries about 
conferring with seamstresses and pattern-cutters in 
order to perfect her prototypes for the next show. In 
an unexpected note of the exotic, a low seagrass wall 
cuts through the space. Philo herself works in London, 
where she is based with her husband and their three 
children. Nearly every week, members of her design 
team zoom under the English Channel on the Eurostar 
to conduct fittings. (Philo also keeps an office on rue 
Vivienne for her regular visits.) It’s an arrangement 
that works as fluidly as one of Céline’s long, ribbon-
banded dresses.

W
HEN PHILO WAS named creative 
director of Céline in September 
2008, she seized on what she 
saw as the house’s relatively 
clean slate. After some years of 
drifting following the depar-

ture of American designer Michael Kors in 2004, the 
brand seemed unburdened with weighty links to the 
past. (It was originally founded at the end of World 
War II as a children’s shoe boutique by Céline Vipiana, 

who subsequently began designing practical yet luxe 
separates and handbags for her adult clientele.) From 
Philo’s first collection in the spring of 2009, she pro-
posed a chic aesthetic that resonated immediately for 
its utilitarian bent: a men’s-style crewneck sweater 
in gray cashmere that is relaxed even further by 
subtle notches at the waist, a tailored black topcoat 
differentiated by rows of oversize white buttons, an 
unconstricting knit evening dress in textured silk 
with a heavily fringed hem. 

Part of Philo’s success also stemmed from refusal: 
She deliberately shied away from overtly seasonal 
novelty, focusing, according to Gobbetti, on more 
enduring style. (Indeed, Céline issues similarly 
styled classic pieces each season, such as tuxedo 
shirts and Crombie coats.)

“We are a counterpoint,” says Gobbetti. “The tim-
ing of our project coincided with the peak of very 
disposable fashion, so Céline was a bit of a page-
turner. We went back to basics with clothes that were 
meant to last.” He continues, “Céline is a brand for 
women and designed by a woman, not a man’s fan-
tasy of women.”

Gobbetti has a knack for interacting with cre-
ative types.  Before Céline, he headed Givenchy, also 
part of LVMH, where he worked alongside the Italian 
designer Riccardo Tisci, known for his dramatic 
flights of fashion fantasy. Tisci’s exuberance is just as 
potent as Philo’s restraint. Gobbetti says the secret to 

OPEN PLAN   
A seagrass wall gives 
privacy to workers in 
the atelier. Opposite: 
The flooring of the 
showroom incorporates 
12 types of marble.
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his relationship with Philo lies in clarity. “It is predi-
cated on sharing goals and making things clear from 
the beginning. There is a lot of sharing. I can get a lot 
of inspiration from Phoebe and vice versa.” 

For her part, Philo says, “We have a relation-
ship based on clearly defined responsibilities and on 
mutual respect.”

Philo has shunned the role of designer as an oracle 
pronouncing from a fashion Olympus. She frequently 
declines interviews, preferring to have her designs 
say it all, which is not surprising from a woman who 
stepped away from fashion in 2006—when she was at 
the height of her influence as the designer of Chloé—to 
focus on her private life. Maintaining her home base in 
London is a deliberate part of this effort. 

“The advantage of having [her] studio in London 
is that it keeps a bit of distance between Phoebe and 
Paris,” says Gobbetti. “It prevents the brand from 
becoming too bourgeois. We have this London street 
inspiration that is very good nourishment for Céline.”

Instead of courting Hollywood, Céline has sought 
out esoteric partnerships, sponsoring the 2013–14 
retrospective at New York’s Museum of Modern Art 
of German sculptor Isa Genzken, an artist revered 
by insiders but an enigma to most. Even the brand’s 
advertisements, photographed by Juergen Teller, 
appear to echo that stance. After several seasons of 
featuring the model Daria Werbowy as a sort of proxy 
for Philo, this season’s campaign includes the 80-year-
old author Joan Didion. And in similar spirit, Céline 
does not have an official Instagram or Twitter feed. 

“I feel fashion has overcrowded and has made a lot 
of noise on the Internet,” Gobbetti says. “I think that 
being quiet gives more value to what we do.” He adds 
that Céline’s softer approach has informed the brand’s 
strategy of distribution: Since he and Philo arrived, 
they have closed more stores than they have opened, 
going from 115 in 2008 to 94 today.

“The stores we closed did not reflect our stan-
dards,” says Gobbetti. “We evaluated every space and 
what it meant for the brand. Some did not make sense 
for us now.”

 Nor does he want to participate in the burgeon-
ing sector of luxury e-commerce, where brands 
like Valentino and Saint Laurent have enthusias-
tically forged ahead. “We think it is important to 
touch the clothes—much of what is special is lost on 
e-commerce,” he says. “We want to control what we 
do. We control from the design and the production. If 
we make mistakes they are our own.” 

Despite the rapid success of Céline, Gobbetti 
emphasizes that his goal is to not grow too quickly. 
“We want to be specialized: We only do four categories 
or products: ready-to-wear, shoes, bags and costume 
jewelry,” says Gobbetti. “I don’t expect Céline to have 
400 stores. That’s not our path.” 

That’s not to say that growth is not his focus. He 
sees the United States, in particular, representing 
fertile soil for the brand. “Céline is now a value that 
customers turn to, which is a big accomplishment over 
a short period of time,” he says. He surveys the grace-
fully classic proportions of the brand’s new space 
before offering the simplest assessment of what drives 
him and Philo. “At the center of our project is the goal 
of making things,” says Gobbetti. “Very beautiful 
things women want to buy.” •

“i believe in things being 
beautifully made but at 
the same time practical.” 

—phoebe philo

LIGHT WORK  
The Paris-based 
design team takes  
the Eurostar to 
conduct near-weekly 
fittings in London, 
where Philo is based.
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Chefs Daniel Patterson and Roy Choi think they’ve found a way to make delicious, 
wholesome food quickly, cheaply—and in some of the country’s poorest neighborhoods.  
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I
n copenhagen in the summer of 2013, Daniel 
Patterson, a two-Michelin-star chef with four 
restaurants in California’s Bay Area, watched 
as the Los Angeles–based chef Roy Choi gave a 
speech about the millions of Californians who 
are hungry or live in fear of going hungry. As 

Patterson sat in the audience at the MAD Symposium 
in the Danish capital, an annual event that gathers 
thought leaders in the field of food, he was reminded 
of his own social-justice initiative, called the Cooking 
Project, which works with kids and adults in San 
Francisco’s toughest neighborhood, the Tenderloin. 
“The idea,” he says, “is that by teaching some basic 
cooking skills, we can greatly improve eating in areas 
where nutritious and delicious 
meals are hard to come by.”

Patterson wanted to expand 
his idea in the form of a fast-
food restaurant. It would link 
the Cooking Project to social 
enterprise, creating jobs in 
the Tenderloin. And it would 
give the fast-food chains that 
inundate inner-city diets with 
a steady stream of chemicals 
and high-fructose corn syrup 
a run for their money. “We’d 
bring in a natural, cooked-
with-integrity alternative,” 
says Patterson. “We’d have 
chefs feed these neighbor-
hoods, not corporations.” In 
Choi, he recognized the desire 
to help the same demographic. 
So a few weeks later, he flew 
to Los Angeles, where Choi 
co-owns four popular restau-
rants, plus the fleet of Kogi 
Korean taco trucks that put 
him on the map. They began 
hatching a plan for Loco’l, 
their chef-driven fast-food res-
taurant, over a bowl of Korean 
noodles. “There was no money 
behind us yet, no investors,” says Choi, “but we don’t 
put business in front of ideas. We slurped a hot pot, 
talked about changing the game, and there was no 
question from there—we were doing this.” 

The chefs chose the 2014 MAD Symposium last 
August to announce their plan publicly. Choi took the 
stage to speak, introducing Patterson—“DP,” he said, 
invoking their bond by way of nickname—eight min-
utes later. They both stood behind a long, age-worn 
butcher’s block flanked by trees, the 45-year-old 
Choi wearing a baseball cap with a crisp brim, and 
Patterson, 46, donning the festival’s T-shirt. “We’re 
going to tackle the fast-food industry,” proclaimed 
Choi. The Loco’l logo—a graffiti-inspired skateboard-
ing hamburger wearing a beanie—popped up on a 
screen behind him. “We’re going to build a concept 
that has the heart and the ideology and the science 
of a chef, but it’ll have the relevance of McDonald’s or 
Burger King. We’re going to go toe-to-toe to see how 
we can challenge the status quo of fast food.” 

Choi and Patterson embody a second wave of activ-
ist chefs, taking cues from pioneers like Alice Waters 

as well as a century’s worth of writings on industrial 
food issues, from Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle (1906) 
to Eric Schlosser’s Fast Food Nation (2001). They feel 
the time has come for chefs to step up and do more.

With the legacy fast-food businesses in upheaval, 
they timed their announcement perfectly. In 2013, 
Burger King in the U.K. was found to be serving beef 
burgers that contained horse meat. Last year, under-
cover video caught workers at Shanghai Husi Food, 
a subsidiary of the Illinois supplier OSI Group, pack-
aging expired meat for franchises throughout Asia, 
including KFC and Pizza Hut. Last August marked 
McDonald’s worst sales month in over a decade, and 
this March the company replaced its president and 

CEO Don Thompson. In nearly 200 American cit-
ies, fast-food workers have been protesting to raise 
their pay. 

Loco’l hopes to answer those protests by pay-
ing more, around 20 percent higher than minimum 
wage. Employees will be taught skills that will 
translate into better food jobs later; working the 
line at Loco’l will mean actually learning to cook, 
accumulating kitchen techniques that go far beyond 
dropping frozen, molded meats into a fryer. “People 
could start here,” says Patterson, “and go on to work 
in any kitchen in the world.” Quality ingredients 
are crucial. There will be no azodicarbonamide—a 
chemical used in yoga mat manufacturing and, also, 
the buns at Burger King and McDonald’s—in Loco’l 
bread. Instead, Chad Robertson, of San Francisco’s 

perpetually packed Tartine Bakery, will create a 
fresh, flavorful bun. “Loco’l is about communities 
rising up,” says Choi. “It’s really damaging for entire 
segments of the population to be served by compa-
nies who don’t care about them,” says Patterson. 
“Everyone should be cooked for with love.”  

Six monthS after their joint announcement, on 
a wind-whipped February afternoon, Choi and 
Patterson are cooking through the complete Loco’l 
menu for the first time, in the kitchen of Patterson’s 
Oakland restaurant Haven. As Patterson chops veg-
etables, he talks about the need to “create a language 
everyone can understand.” Patterson’s cultural 

references skew toward tradi-
tional scholarship. In 2010, he 
named his second restaurant, 
Plum, after the William Carlos 
Williams poem “This Is Just 
to Say,” and wallpapered it 
himself with 12,000 pages of 
American poetry. Choi refers 
most often to hip-hop and 
basketball. He once said that 
eating chef René Redzepi’s 
food felt like being in a Flying 
Lotus song, and he com-
pares his collaboration with 
Patterson to Kobe Bryant and 
Shaquille O’Neal playing for 
the Lakers at the same time. 
“We’re putting our egos on the 
shelf,” says Choi. “We’re push-
ing toward a championship.”

Together, they’ve launched 
a crowdfunding page on the 
website Indiegogo to help with 
operational expenses, and 
have raised almost $60,000 to 
date. Redzepi sits on Loco’l’s 
advisory board along with 
Tartine’s Robertson, while 
Hanson Li, a Bay Area restau-
rant financier, is a partner. 

And they’ve already signed 10-year leases for their 
first two locations. Loco’l’s Tenderloin outpost is 
scheduled to open later this year, at the intersec-
tion of Turk and Taylor, known as one of the most 
dangerous in the city. The second Loco’l, also slated 
for completion in 2015, is being built adjacent to the 
Jordan Downs housing projects in the Watts district 
of South Central Los Angeles. That space is owned by 
Aqeela Sherrills, the community activist best known 
for brokering a historic peace treaty between rival 
gangs, the Bloods and the Crips, in 1992. 

Choi and Patterson share a strong desire to apply 
their craft to solving inner-city nutrition problems. 
“When chains and liquor stores are the only options 
for buying food, and the food in them is cheap and 
easy, residents become dependent on them for basic 
sustenance,” says Marion Nestle, author of seven 
books on food politics and the Paulette Goddard 
Professor in the department of nutrition, food 
studies and public health at New York University. 
Peeling a slice of Jack cheese from his cheese pile, 
Patterson suggests Loco’l will be a more healthful 

TEST KITCHEN
Patterson, left, and Choi finalize Loco’l’s burger 

 recipe in the kitchen at Haven. 
Photography this page and opposite by Jake Stangel
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option. “It’s food I would feed my kids,” he says. 
The Loco’l burger is two-thirds meat and one-third 

whole grain. It’s made from a mix of beef, quinoa, 
barley, seaweed, white soy and garum—a highly 
flavored fermented beef extract that belongs, tech-
nologically, to the world of chefs—and is engineered 
in part to keep supply costs down. As more and more 
Loco’ls open, affordably sourcing fresh foods in 
large quantities is one challenge Choi and Patterson 
will have to resolve. “A project like Loco’l requires 
a very different kind of supply chain to support the 
vision,” says Dan Barber, chef at New York’s Blue Hill 
and Blue Hill at Stone Barns and author of The Third 
Plate: Field Notes on the Future of Food. With that 
in mind, Patterson and Choi 
are currently in the process of 
reaching out to their existing 
vendors. “It’s fair to question 
if Daniel and Roy are think-
ing in a way that squares with 
reality,” says Barber. “But it’s 
also what makes the endeavor 
so admirable. Daniel and Roy 
are helping change the culture: 
The only way to get the food 
system to change is to activate 
the right kind of demand.”

Choi throws more meat on 
the grill and begins to explain 
the menu. “Our categories,” 
he says, “are Rollies, Foldies, 
Bowls, Burgs, Yotchays [snacks 
and veggies] and Dulces.” 
Items will mostly cost between 
99 cents and $6, with a few as 
much as $8. “A major point of 
the brand,” says Choi, “is to 
have substantial food available 
at all these prices.” Patterson 
warns us not to confuse Loco’l 
with the current trend of chef-
driven fast casual restaurants, 
not to mention Chipotle and 
Shake Shack, where beer and 
wine are served. “Those places are more upscale,” he 
says. “They’re designed to make you think you’re not 
eating fast food.” Choi continues: “Fast food is the 
only totally inclusive kind of dining. Everyone feels 
like they belong.”

Having prepped items under the Rollie, Foldie, 
Bowl and Burg rubrics, Patterson starts passing fin-
ished dishes to Choi for analysis and critique. On top 
of possessing innate branding and marketing skills, 
Choi owns a finely tuned fast-food palate. The stuff is 
holy to him, he explains. “Growing up, it was a special 
treat. I ate so much Korean food that fast food tasted 
like freedom.” He reels off a series of memorable 
bites: “McDonald’s, Del Taco, a place called Naugles, 
Jack in the Box. One of my first great meals,” he says, 
“was two Monster Tacos and a strawberry shake.”

Choi takes a bite from a Bowl of hearty tofu-
vegetable stew. “Can we figure out a way to get 
some crunch on the top?” he says. Next, he picks up 
a quinoa falafel ball—filling for a Foldie—bringing 
it close to his face, examining it the way a jeweler 
might inspect a diamond for flaws. “I love these 

categories,” he says, “projecting that these things 
will become part of life, part of reality, like, imag-
ine these kids rolling up, being like, ‘Gimme two 
Foldies, a Rollie and a Burg.’ ” 

Smiling, Choi bites down on a Burg stuffed with 
barbecued turkey. “It eats like something from 
Wendy’s,” he says. “I have no clue what that means,” 
responds Patterson, who does not eat fast food, and 
whose own formative food memories involved many 
boyhood hours devoted to watching his grandmother 
Freda cooking quietly in her Massachusetts kitchen. 

“I’m the one who always brings it back to fast food,” 
says Choi. Patterson, on the other hand, relishes the 
challenge of developing a menu with more variety 

than the genre typically allows. Loco’l, he asserts, 
won’t be strictly a burger joint. “There’s more than 
one point of entry,” he says. Asian, Middle Eastern 
and Latin American flavors will all be represented. 
“From a chef standpoint,” says Patterson, “I think it’s 
just as hard to make mass quantities of food well and 
inexpensively as it is to make Michelin-star food.” 

With both chefs standing over the Haven grid-
dle, Burg R&D continues. Beef-grain-garum patty, 
Awesome Sauce, Jack cheese, grilled-scallion-
and-lime relish on a Tartine Bakery bun—but Choi 
intuits one more necessary step. “I keep thinking 
about mobility,” he says, “taking it outside, skate-
boarding with it, eating it on a bike.” He grabs a 
spatula, puts his fully dressed Burg back on the grill 
and applies pressure. “I like it pressed,” he says, 

taking the artisanal loft out of the bun and heating 
its entire surface until it develops a thinner, crispier 
texture. Patterson agrees. It’s superior. And like that, 
their first menu item is finalized. “Me saying ‘Press a 
sandwich’ isn’t Stephen Hawking,” says Choi. “But it 
could be the thing that makes us part of the vernacu-
lar. It could be the thing that makes Loco’l relevant.”

on the corner of Taylor and Turk, Patterson ducks 
into a dark opening between two sheets of plywood. 
With the flooring not yet installed, boards balance 
across a series of joists, and he’s careful to stay toward 
their center to keep from falling through. Workers in 
hard hats drill into the generously high ceiling, spray-

ing concrete dust everywhere. 
“This is it,” says Patterson. 

Scott Kester—a Harvard-
trained architect who is an 
advisor to the restaurant and 
also its designer—explains the 
look the space will ultimately 
assume: “The goal,” he says, 
“is to make Loco’l feel like it 
wasn’t designed.” Choi, having 
been inspired by Kester, said 
he envisioned an interior that’s 
open and democratic like a city 
park, with multiple kinds of 
surfaces available for sitting 
and eating. Patterson points 
out the thousand square feet 
on the premises where food 
will be prepped for the Loco’l 
kitchen. “With typical fast 
food,” he says, “things arrive 
in bags, off a truck. We’re mak-
ing everything fresh.”

“The neighborhood is 
ready for this,” says Aqeela 
Sherrills, of the Watts location.  
“People here deserve quality 
food, and they deserve guys 
like chef Roy and chef DP, who 
cook conscientiously and want 

to feed all people with integrity.”
There’s a good deal of We’ll figure it out as we go 

with Patterson and Choi. But their ambition remains 
unwavering. Within hours of flying back to L.A., 
Choi has already started texting Patterson about 
Loco’l’s future:

Can’t get that bbq turkey joe off my mind.
Jarobi White from Tribe Called Quest is down to 

run our NYC location, he’s a chef too.
Cooking the food really puts the brand in stereo, 

and inspired the whole room to believe even more.
“Roy makes everything cool,” says Patterson, 

turning onto Taylor Street. “I’d never take on a 
$200 billion industry by myself, but one thing I’ve 
discovered is I only like doing things that are either 
impossible or as close to impossible as I can get. 
Loco’l is very appealing in that way.” 

Earlier, at Haven, after giving their Burg its green 
light, Choi and Patterson discussed just how many 
Loco’ls they’re looking to open. 

“A million?” said Choi.
“A million,” said Patterson. •

BETTER BURGER
Loco’l burgers—or Burgs—include beef, whole grains,  

Jack cheese and Awesome Sauce. The bun is  
pressed so burgers can be more easily consumed on the go. 
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I
T’S A BIT FUNNY that Steve Coogan—revered 
in the U.K. as a comedian capable of cringe-
inducing moments of hilarity, not unlike Larry 
David—is best known outside his country not 
for his humor, but for portraying a cynical-yet-
ultimately-redeemed journalist who helps that 

nice, old Irish woman Philomena (Dame Judi Dench) 
discover the truth about the baby taken from her by 
nuns when she was a young mother. Coogan has been 
a cultural icon in England for almost three decades, 
crashing onto the London comedy circuit with his 
spot-on impressions of celebrities and politicians 
before creating his most popular character, Alan 
Partridge. Nearly 15 years before Stephen Colbert saw 
an opportunity to wage blistering cultural criticism 
via a fictitious talk-show alter ego, Coogan conceived 

of Partridge, a dimwitted TV and radio host who 
alienates just about everyone while taking the com-
edy of embarrassment to ever-lower depths. 

Yet for all his renown in the U.K., the 49-year-old 
Coogan has yet to find international stardom. He 
came close with two road-trip films he conceived of 
and starred in with fellow comedian Rob Brydon, 
The Trip, in which the pair, playing versions of 
themselves, ate their way through high-end restau-
rants across the British and Italian countrysides, all 
the while one-upping each other with their wicked 
celebrity impressions. (A clip of the two facing off 
as Michael Caine became a beloved Internet meme.) 
Directed by Michael Winterbottom, who also 
worked with Coogan on 24 Hour Party People, the 
two films gave Coogan’s fan base hope that he might 

one day find wider acclaim outside England.
That hope may now finally be realized with what 

is sure to be one of the most discussed and dis-
sected television launches of the year, Happyish. 
Created and written by novelist and essayist 
Shalom Auslander, and originally starring the late 
Philip Seymour Hoffman, the show might best be 
described as Louis CK meets Mad Men meets Albert 
Camus (who, in fact, is credited with a “starring” 
role by Auslander in the pilot episode). A genu-
inely dark comedy, Happyish sends up our anxious, 
youth-obsessed, perpetually “disrupted” decade as 
it unspools the story of Thomas Payne (Coogan), a 
married 44-year-old executive who finds his life 
upended when his advertising firm is taken over by 
two twentysomething brothers from Sweden. 
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As British comedian Steve Coogan approaches 50, his acerbic wit has  
found a tender side. Now he’s bringing his comedy of vulnerability to America  

as the star of Showtime’s Happyish. 
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THINK DIFFERENT  
Coogan, whose film 
roles include Philomena 
and The Trip, plays a 
beleaguered advertising 
executive in Happyish, 
premiering on Showtime 
April 26. Salvatore 
Ferragamo dress shirt 
and Giorgio Armani 
cardigan. 
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security, then you’re sort of damned both ways.
MH: Right, if you’ve made a deal with the devil, 

then you should at least…
SC: Reap whatever that devilish deal is supposed 

to give.
MH: When you do off-color comedy, do you still 

worry what your mother’s going to think?
SC: Absolutely, I do. Yeah, totally. Because I respect 

my parents. They’re quite Catholic, and I’m not. I did 
this film about Paul Raymond, the pornographer in 
London, where I did loads of sex scenes. [Laughs] Also, 
when I do my live stage show, I use language that I 
wouldn’t use in front of my parents. 

MH: Who has inspired you in your comedy?
SC: Well, Armando [Iannucci, who helped Coogan 

create Alan Partridge] early on opened my eyes to a 

different approach to comedy that was to me exciting 
and avant-garde and very redolent of Monty Python. 
But in terms of people who influenced me—I think 
Stewart Lee, who is a British comedian; at the moment 
he’s my favorite British comic.

MH: Did you steal something from him?
SC: A sense of having some sort of ethic about your 

work. I admire the purity of what he does. I haven’t 
always been so pure in what I do, in any sense. Monty 
Python’s comedy was like, Oh, there’s a different way 
of looking at things—poking fun at things that should 
ostensibly be respected. And then punk music came 
on, and it was so exciting. Those things influenced me. 
I used to listen to comedy on vinyl. Bob Newhart and 
Shelley Berman and The Goons. My dad introduced me 
to Jacques Tati movies. 

MH: Is there a joke you wish you had written?
SC: I remember Fawlty Towers. That is the pinnacle 

of my childhood television experience, because it was 
event TV. The whole family sat around to watch it, and 
afterwards we would dissect it. We’d turn the TV off, 
go into the kitchen and make a cup of tea and try and 
relive it immediately, so it stuck in our brains. I remem-
ber being aware that my parents and I might have 
different tastes, but we’re all laughing at the same 
thing. Different generations all laughing at the same 
thing. And I remember thinking, Wow, that would be 
amazing—what an amazing thing to do, to make peo-
ple laugh, make a show on TV that’s smart and funny 
and rude and offensive and anarchic. I couldn’t think 
of anything greater. And I more or less achieved it 
with Alan Partridge. Comedy is very easy to grasp as a 
child, because if it’s good, we make this noise. If it’s not 
good, you don’t make the noise. That’s really simple.

MH: Do you feel there’s too much meanness in  
comedy today?

SC: I do, yes. And I’ve been part of that mean-
ness. Even my Alan Partridge character, early on, 
was very much a case of laughing at a fool. It was 
funny, but it was pulling the legs off an insect and 
laughing. As time’s gone on, I like the fact that with 
the best comedy, you laugh at someone, but the next 
moment you laugh with them. Because the people 
you love, family members or whatever, that’s the 

kind of complex relationship we have with them.  
We laugh at them because they say stupid things; we 
laugh at them because they say smart things.

MH: It’s the beauty of Chaplin’s humor—there’s a 
moment with his character that we, the audience, are 
not supposed to see, and it breaks your heart.

SC: The acerbic, cynical comedy of cruelty is funny, 
but it’s not nourishing. I got bored. 

MH: If you look at yourself now—a man nearing 
50—what would you have said to the young Steve 
Coogan?

SC: It’s a very good question. Well, I would have… 
[long pause] aimed higher. I don’t just mean that in a 
career sense, I mean be better, strive to be better in all 
things, and work harder, because you’ll find it reward-
ing. I’d say, Be comfortable with who you are as well, 

just listen to yourself more. I suppose when I was 
younger, I wanted to get on and have a career and be 
successful. And try to be all things to all men. I don’t 
do that anymore. Now I want to do things I believe in, 
and have a sort of honesty, in work and in life. When I 
was younger, I didn’t really want to say anything con-
tentious, because I thought it might alienate people 
who liked my work. And then I had a lawsuit against 
News International— 

MH: You mean with the phone-hacking stuff?
SC: When I did that, I did it in the knowledge that 

it would annoy some people, which it did. But I got 
comfortable with not pleasing all the people all the 
time. It just felt cowardly not to get involved somehow. 
When the whole hacking scandal broke, I got fed up 
with shouting at the TV, as one does from time to time, 
because I didn’t see a proper debate going on. At around 
the same time, I wanted to do more interesting dra-
matic work. I mean, I was pleased with the work I had 
done in comedy, but it wasn’t enough for me. I wanted 

something with more substance. That was around the 
time I found the story that became Philomena. [News 
International is a subsidiary of News Corporation, 
which also owns The Wall Street Journal. Coogan’s 
case against News International was settled in 2012.]

MH: In addition to being a producer on Philomena, 
you co-wrote the screenplay. And it was a curveball 
role for you. 

SC: I wanted to create an acerbic, acidic comedy 
around art that is very redemptive. These days, the 
last thing people want to talk about is love. I really 
wanted to do something that was smart, but tender, 
because that’s the one thing that I hadn’t seen a lot of. I 
saw a lot of smart, cool, edgy stuff, but I didn’t see stuff 
that had heart. People in creative circles are scared of 
talking about, well, love, because they think it makes 
them weak. 

MH: I’ve always subscribed to the belief that your 

weakness is your strength, and if you’re vulnerable, 
you’re strong.

SC: Finding strength in vulnerability—that para-
dox is, to me, about everything I do.

MH: There’s a line in Happyish where a colleague 
says to your character, “You have heart, that’s why you 
have no power.”

SC: I like that line, because it applies to Thom, 
but it’s also the eternal struggle. I think you have to 
believe somehow that there is a way through—and 
challenge the idea that the only way to fight is dirty 
and to diminish those who tried to have some sort of 
nobility as being idiots, because it legitimizes appall-
ing behavior. 

MH: The characters in the show also speak about 
reaching one’s “joy ceiling”—the notion that there’s 
a limit to how happy we can be, and we need to know 
when we’ve reached it so we can stop striving and 
just accept life. Be happy. Because in the striving  
is madness. 

SC: That’s Shalom’s voice—which I think of as a 
sort of constant state of measured malcontentedness. 
A manageable state of malcontentedness, which is not 
necessarily a bad thing. Most great artists are prob-
ably defined by that. I don’t know of any great works 
of literature or art that were done by people who were 
very, very happy. [Laughs] I prefer the idea that life is 
sometimes happy and sometimes sad. What I find the 
most interesting is when comedy is laced in a drama, 
so sometimes there are funny moments that occur 
naturally, like life. Life isn’t always funny. But some-
times it is.

MH: Do you ever feel, as an actor who deals with 
comedy, that you want to say to people watching, 
“You’re not getting the joke”?

SC: Yes. You said before—to show vulnerability 
actually makes you stronger. That’s something you 
find through comedy. If you make people laugh by 
being a fool or being the uncoolest person in the room, 
then suddenly you’re the coolest person in the room! 
You see public figures who try to not show any weak-
ness or admit that they’ve ever made a mistake. So 

when somebody does say something true, it shows 
great humanity, it shows strength. 

MH: Is there anything you sacrificed to be in your 
position that you regret?

SC: In my quest for authenticity and sincerity, I can 
be a bit annoying. In my quest to try to bring some 
love into things, I can be a bit acerbic and nasty. I love 
that quote that Aldous Huxley said at the end of his 
life: Through all his writing and everything, all he’d 
learned at the end of his life was that people should 
just be a bit nicer to each other. I love the simplicity of 
that. And I do well to remember it. Sometimes I need to 
just be nice to people. I have been quite driven over the 
years. But right now I’m happy, happier, ish, than I’ve 
been before. I’m fortunate in that I can make choices, 
and I think I try to make the right ones. And I don’t do 
anything I don’t believe in. And that’s a real luxury. • 
This interview has been edited for length and clarity. 

Michael Hainey: Philip Seymour Hoffman origi-
nally had your role in Happyish. They even filmed the 
pilot with him. Is it strange to follow in Hoffman’s 
footsteps?

Steve Coogan: Well, that’s definitely something 
that I’m acutely aware of. There were some people who 
said, “Ooh, do you really want to do that?” There’s a 
sort of caution about stepping into such very big shoes. 
Some people might say, “Philip Seymour Hoffman 
would have been better in this.” That’s only to be 
expected. But when people caution me about some-
thing, it sort of makes me want to do it. Beyond that, 
it’s the writing. I read it and I went, This is very good; 
I would love to do this. And Shalom talked to me, he 
rewrote it and geared it towards me, tailored it more to 
me. So I was happy to take on the responsibility. I felt 
like I’ve done enough in my career to put me in a posi-
tion where I felt comfortable picking up that baton. 

MH: In Happyish, your character really gets a 
going-over. There’s some real darkness there. Where 
did you find your insight for the role?

SC: Well, this project for me is slightly unusual in 
that I’m just the actor and I’ve not written it. That’s 
quite nice; it’s easier. I’m so used to being at the helm; 
this is kind of like a vacation for me. All I have to do is 
concentrate on the character and capture the voice. 
It’s Shalom’s voice. His worldview is, I’d say, slightly 
bleak. [Laughs] I’m just trying to find the vulnerabil-
ity in there.

MH: I love the office scenes, which I think many 
people will relate to—a work world in which our lives 
are perpetually disrupted. 

SC: Midlife crisis is kind of a perennial subject mat-
ter. It’s not original, but Shalom is coming at it from 
an interesting angle. There’s uncertainty all around 
because of the pace of change. Forty years ago there 
was a set of rules, and if you abided by them you would 
have a comfortable, fulfilling life. People would find a 
job with a company, work for 35 or 40 years and retire. 
There was a system, and it’s not there now, even for 
the so-called fortunate ones. Forty years ago, we also 
had the simplicity of the Cold War; it was black-and-
white. You could orientate yourself. That’s partly what 
Shalom is writing about. Also, growing up, there was 
a notion that by the end of the millennium we would 
have sorted everything out; we’d be living in some 
sort of semi-serene equilibrium.

MH: We’d have flying cars and jet packs.
SC: Yeah, flying cars. But the world we live in now is 

so ambiguous. And that’s disorienting and unsettling. 
It’s almost a constant state of flux.

MH: There’s a scene, after the Swedes take over, 
where your character’s boss says that tweeting is now 
more important than thinking. It’s the confrontation 
of middle-aged men with youth culture. There’s a sim-
mering anger underneath.

SC: Advertising is a great vehicle in which to set 
this show because it’s essentially an industry in which 
creative people aren’t untroubled by the moral para-
dox of using their creativity to sell things that people 
don’t need. There’s a future episode where they’re 
trying to convince people that the water supply, the 
water from the faucet, is bad for your health, to try to 
make people buy more bottled water. It’s scaremon-
gering—it’s a slightly amoral universe he lives in. And 
it’s almost like, if you sell out, but you don’t get the 

“PeoPle in creative circles are scared of talking 
about love. they think it makes them weak.” —coogan
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D
ESPITE RAIN falling in buckets on 
the Irish countryside for the better 
part of a week and a howling wind 
from the Celtic Sea littering debris 
on County Cork’s winding roads, the 
dining room at Ballymaloe House is 

full. Tonight, as on most nights, matriarch Myrtle 
Allen welcomes guests and presides over the kitchen. 
At first glance, the buffet at this Sunday feast seems 
laden with nostalgia—lobster vol-au-vents, boiled 
eggs piped with mayonnaise and flowery garnishes 
abound. But at its core, the generous spread repre-
sents a new confidence in the quality of Irish produce: 
salads of just-foraged pennywort, wild garlic flowers 
and watercress sit alongside platters of tiny Dublin 
Bay prawns, cockles, sea urchins and periwinkles. 
House-baked soda breads accompany hand-churned 
butter from Jersey cows. Whole sides of smoked fish, 
pâtés and charcuterie are followed by a proud row of 
roasted birds and rare beef. Farmhouse cheeses of 
various sizes, shapes and aromas round out the offer-
ing. Nearly everything is organic, handmade and 
locally sourced. There isn’t a boiled potato in sight.

The meal is in many ways symbolic of the life’s 
work of the 91-year-old housewife-turned-chef and 
the revolution she and her family have unleashed. It 
represents an Irish food renaissance, the rehabilita-
tion of a once-maligned culinary tradition and the 
establishment of a flourishing artisanal food culture.

Considering Ireland’s somewhat traumatic his-
tory with food—and its inferiority complex, from 
a centuries-long status as “England’s larder”—the 
shift is seismic. But it hasn’t been followed by a 
constellation of Michelin stars or led by a crew of 
swaggering young male celebrity chefs. Instead, arti-
sanal producers and farmers have quietly pioneered 
this new wave, dramatically altering the perception 
of Irish food at home and abroad. As the country’s 
most authoritative food writer, John McKenna, 
states, “There is nothing else about Ireland in the 
past 25 years that you can say has had the steady, 
consistent and positive growth that the quality-food 
sector has had, and it really began with Ballymaloe.”

As Ballymaloe’s creation myth goes, Myrtle Allen, 
a mother of six, and her Quaker farmer husband, Ivan 
(now deceased), opened their dining room to the 
public in 1964. For a housewife and country cook, 
Allen says, “Serving guests simple Irish food made 
with our farm’s produce in my home seemed logical,” 
but at the time it was radical. In an era when Irish 
cuisine was considered at best a synonym for bland 
and at worst an oxymoron, Allen’s kitchen smashed 
stereotypes. To source the finest ingredients, she 
sought out farmers, fishermen and foragers, many 
of whom were being squeezed by an industrial food 
complex (and, later, overbearing European Union 
regulations). By conferring a new sense of dignity 
on local producers and elevating country cooking, 
Ballymaloe House followed a trajectory similar to 
that of California’s Chez Panisse, both in its ama-
teurish beginnings and in its eventual status as a 
wellspring of the country’s new food culture. Alice 
Waters, the founder of Chez Panisse and a longtime 
friend of the Allens’s, says that Myrtle “was always 
decades in front of her time. She and her entire fam-
ily are the change they want to see in the world.”

BY DAVID PRIOR 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIK OLSSON

Could the idea of “fine Irish cuisine” cross over from a punch line into a bona fide  
culinary movement? With the country’s first family of food, the Allens, leading a renaissance 

of homegrown, artisanal delicacies, the transformation is well underway. 

Feast of Eden 
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instrumental in giving her local suppliers the cour-
age to believe in the richness of Irish soil, the fruits 
of its sea and, crucially, the quality of its dairy. 
Veronica Steele, the founder of Milleens Cheese, is 
often credited as being the mother of Irish farm-
house cheese. In 1976, she began experimenting with 
the excess milk from her one-horned cow, Brisket—
for no other reason than that she “couldn’t bear to 
pour it down the drain.” Despite Ireland’s long his-
tory of dairying, no one was producing the kind of 
farmhouse cheese found all over France. Instead, 
Irish milk was diverted to make industrial ched-
dar for the English market. Learning from books 
and experimenting in her kitchen, Steele began to 
develop Milleens, a soft washed-rind cheese. When 
Myrtle sampled the results, she promptly put it 
on the menu at Ballymaloe and insisted from then 

on that only Irish cheese be served. That was the 
moment Steele realized the potential of farmhouse 
cheese. “I started inviting local dairymen’s wives 
eager to learn how to make cheese to come and learn 
from me in my kitchen,” she recalls.

Those messy tutorials on Steele’s farm resulted 
in a series of pupils who went on to create distinc-
tive cheeses reflecting Irish terroir. Local producers 
campaigned against raw-milk restrictions, and in 
a relatively short time cheeses with glorious Irish 
names—Ardrahan, Durrus, Killeen—became prized 
internationally. When Veronica retired from cheese 
making, her son, Quinlan, a former journalist in 
Dublin, stepped in. He now finds himself happily 
immersed in curds and whey with an increasingly 
successful business. “Demand for Irish cheese is 
high. We’ve increased production 25 percent year on 

“There are only a couple of accountants,” notes 
Hazel Allen, Myrtle’s daughter-in-law, with a laugh, 
as she looks over the sprawling Allen family tree 
(branches are marked with the business each member 
is engaged in). From Myrtle’s original dining room, 
in typical Irish fashion, the family enterprise has 
expanded as the family has grown. The first evolu-
tion began when two young Dublin hospitality school 
graduates, Darina O’Connell and Hazel Lalor, found 
themselves at Allen’s kitchen door in the late ’60s. 
Darina was hired and apprenticed to Myrtle in the 
kitchen and subsequently married her son Tim. Hazel 
worked on the dining room floor and in the growing 
hotel business and then married another son, Rory.

Decades later, the women hold key roles at 
Ballymaloe. Hazel oversees the House, the now-
famous restaurant and its 36 old-world-style 
bedrooms, often working behind the scenes. Darina, 
the co-owner and “headmistress” of the Ballymaloe 
Cookery School, has a considerably higher profile; 
a prolific author and relentless food activist, she’s 
now Ireland’s most famous cook. Brand Ballymaloe 
extends well beyond the House and the Cookery 
School, with the next generation of Allens running 
farmers’ markets, opening restaurants and orga-
nizing festivals.

Two years ago, the entire clan banded together 
to throw the inaugural Ballymaloe Literary Festival 
of Food & Wine. The idea to launch a festival was 
initially greeted with skepticism. How could it be 
successful when the Celtic Tiger had retreated so 
spectacularly? After the financial crash in 2008, the 
country’s banking system was in ruins. In the years 
that followed, with unemployment reaching 15 per-
cent, nearly 300,000 young Irish (from a population 
of 4.5 million) went abroad to find work. “There was 
a feeling that the bad old days were back again,” says 
Darina Allen, alluding to Ireland’s historic status as 
Western Europe’s poor cousin. “We had taken such 
a beating, everyone was afraid to take a risk and 
back Ireland again. For the first literary festival we 
weren’t sure if anyone would come at all.”

Nevertheless, the Allens persisted, opening up 
their address book and inviting “a never-before-
assembled group of legendary food writers,” 
according to Darina’s brother Rory O’Connell, who 
helps run the festival—including the Mediterranean-
food expert Claudia Roden, Indian-cuisine specialist 
Madhur Jaffrey and Australian cooking matriarch 
Stephanie Alexander. Set amid a working farm rather 
than in a convention center, the festival provided 
an intimate counterpoint to the often overblown 
international food festival circuit. Last year, over 
a weekend in May that more closely resembled a 
jovial Irish barn dance than an earnest platform 
for evangelizing or chef idolatry, the second edition 
saw culinary luminaries mixing easily with spec-
tators, local farmers and artisans. René Redzepi 
spoke amusingly about Noma’s re-ascendency to 
the top spot on the World’s 50 Best Restaurants list. 
Yotam Ottolenghi demonstrated dishes from his all-
conquering cookbook, Plenty, while the legendary 
91-year-old doyenne of Mexican food, Diana Kennedy, 
traded kitchen war stories with Myrtle.

Today, the Allens’ influence is felt well beyond 
the hedgerows of Ballymaloe. Myrtle Allen was 
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ranging from a lesson in Irish bread baking to for-
aging expeditions, the core of Ballymaloe’s Cookery 
School is its 12-week certificate course. Designed 
to prepare professionals for a career in the food 
industry, the program has produced a steady stream 
of successful alumni. Acclaimed London restau-
rants—such as Skye Gyngell’s Spring, Jeremy Lee’s 
Quo Vadis and Ruth Rogers’s River Café—routinely 
hire graduates. Many have gone on to become 
chefs and owners of small food enterprises around 
the country, as well as part of a new generation of 
food writers and media personalities. Darina’s own 
daughter-in-law, the telegenic Rachel Allen, has 
established herself as a celebrity chef, ensuring that 

the Allen name remains relevant to aspiring cooks 
across the British Isles.

This May, the third edition of the Ballymaloe 
Festival (now sponsored by Kerrygold Irish butter) 
will take place on the bucolic grounds of the House 
and its Cookery School. Building on the success of 
the previous two editions, this year’s lineup of speak-
ers includes Alice Waters, the New York restaurateur 
April Bloomfield, Chinese-food authority Fuchsia 
Dunlop and the influential wine commentator Jancis 
Robinson, among many local heroes of the Irish food 
scene. “We want to continue to celebrate the great 
cooking teachers and food writers, individuals who 
gently guide home cooks every day through their 
words and wisdom,” says Rory O’Connell.

Many attendees at this year’s festival will 
leave with a changed view not only of Irish food, 
but of Ireland as a whole. “What I took back from 
Ballymaloe was a great surprise,” reflects René 
Redzepi. “After hearing so many people talk about a 
country in real trouble, about empty restaurants and 
unbooked hotel rooms, this was in stark contrast to 
the Allens. They are keeping full houses and organiz-
ing festivals. It is a testament to hard work, and to 
planting seeds that are meant to grow slowly into big 
strong trees.” •

year for the past five years,” he says. 
Quinlan is not the only scion to take up the family 

business. “Until recently, the next generation wanted 
nothing to do with going back to the farm,” says 
Giana Ferguson of Gubbeen Farm. “Among children 
of artisans, that has changed. Young Irish artisans 
are educated; they’ve made a choice to do this work 
and are rightly proud of it.”

Though the artisan renaissance began with 
cheese, its success has prompted many others to join 
Ireland’s growing quality-food sector. In Cork alone, 
70 local producers now supply Ballymaloe, a number 
that continues to rise as new product opportunities 
are explored across the small country. When a local 
fish smoker settled a debt to Sally Barnes’s fisherman 
ex-husband, she found herself the owner of his smok-
ing equipment. The self-taught Barnes now produces 
smoked salmon and kippers, the latter featured 
on the breakfast menu at Ballymaloe and stocked 
by several prestigious food emporiums in London. 
Likewise, Cam Wallace and Scott Baigent of Eight 
Degrees Brewing are emblematic of a craft brewing 
and distilling industry that has sprung up across the 
country since the recession.

More unusual endeavors have also found a foot-
hold. Fingal Ferguson, of Gubbeen, produces an “Irish 
chorizo” from pigs fed with the discarded whey of his 
parents’ cheese production. Perhaps the most strik-
ing new offering is from Toby Simmonds, of Toons 
Bridge Dairy: buffalo mozzarella, a notoriously 

mercurial cheese difficult to produce 
outside of its native Italy. Simmonds 
suspected that the fickle animals 
might adapt well to lush Irish pastures; 
after a few failed attempts, his hunch 
proved correct. Now it’s possible to 
find majestic buffalo grazing alongside 
gentle, stout Jersey cows. “The buffalo 
are suited to Ireland,” Simmonds says. 
“They like it here. Maybe even more 
than Italy!” 

D
RIVING along the main 
road from the Cookery 
School, one passes a  
stark reminder of 
the hard life beyond 
Ballymaloe’s heirloom 

apple orchard: a large—and largely 
abandoned—housing development. It’s 
a familiar sight across the country, evi-
dence of Ireland’s economic collapse. 
A collective madness to secure prop-
erty at grossly inflated prices has seen 
many Irish homeowners defaulting or 
carrying mortgages higher than their 
property values. In 2008, the govern-
ment introduced a punishing austerity 
regime that has brought only a partial 
recovery of the country’s fortunes. The 
Irish, often suspicious of government, 

the financial sector and outside corporations, have 
largely returned to their historically frugal ways. 
Tuition for Darina Allen’s three-month course at 
the Cookery School is not insignificant—more than 
$12,500—and when the financial crisis hit, the Allens 
feared that business would be seriously hurt.

Demand not only held, but in recent years many 
students have decided to apply their redundancy 
packages to invest in careers in food. “I think as 
a country we lost our way for some years there,” 
Darina says. “We forgot about what was impor-
tant: a real economy, a tangible economy, one that 
makes things and that looks after one another.” The 
artisanal food movement has been supported by 
the Irish government, with efforts to position it as 
“clean and green” and offer tax credits to fledgling 
small-scale producers. Apart from shorter courses, 

“MYRTLE ALLEN 
WAS ALWAYS 
DECADES IN FRONT 
OF HER TIME. SHE 
AND HER FAMILY 
ARE THE CHANGE 
THEY WANT TO  
SEE IN THE WORLD.”

—ALICE WATERS

DEAR DAIRY  Clockwise from top left: Toby Simmonds 
holding scamorza and caciocavallo; Irish chorizo from 
Gubbeen; bread from Firehouse Bakery. Opposite: A street  
in Eyeries, on the Beara Peninsula.
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O
ne afternoon in upstate New York, 
the sculptor Teresita Fernández 
stood in the middle of an enormous 
fabrication house and gazed up at the 
first test piece for her latest project. 
More than two dozen people craned 

their necks along with her—curators, designers, engi-
neers, as well as representatives from her galleries in 
San Francisco and Manhattan. Soaring overhead was 
a reflective canopy supported by galvanized-steel 
scaffolding. Its precision-cut golden mirrors had been 
pieced and bolted together in layers, without attempt-
ing to camouflage the industrial, labor-intensive 
process behind the work. Yet as the structure glinted 
and shed dappled light onto the concrete floor, reflect-
ing and abstracting the upturned faces of the crowd, 
it somehow conveyed the illusion of an arbor filled 
with sun-drenched leaves.

It was the result of “a lot of trial and error,” said 

Fernández, as the crowd oohed and aahed. “And a lot 
of years of working with reflective material.”

Fernández, 46, has been exploring what she 
calls “landscape sculpture” for nearly two decades, 
creating installations that suggest pools of water, 
underground caverns and constellations in the night 
sky. Her work has been compared to that of light and 
space artists like Robert Irwin and James Turrell, 
land artists like Robert Smithson and conceptual-
ists like Felix Gonzalez-Torres. She has shown all 
over the world, from the Modern Art Museum Fort 
Worth, in Texas, to the National Museum of Modern 
Art, Tokyo. In 2005, she won a John D. and Catherine 
T. MacArthur Foundation “genius” grant, and she 
recently completed a three-year tour of duty as a 
presidential appointee to the U.S. Commission of 
Fine Arts, reviewing and offering recommenda-
tions on monuments and other public projects in 
Washington, D.C. But despite her many accolades, 
Fernández isn’t really a brand-name art star. 

The piece she was looking at upstate is likely to 
change all that. On April 30, it will open as part of a 
massive installation in New York’s Madison Square 
Park, a Flatiron District oasis whose contempo-
rary art program has been mounting projects since 
2004. Called Fata Morgana, after the bewitching 

horizon-line mirages said to lead sailors to death at 
sea, it will be composed of 236 round, mirrored panels 
whose scalloped edges cannily echo the leaves of the 
surrounding oak and London plane trees. Installed 
on 12-foot-high scaffolding, it will traverse a distance 
of 485 feet, covering most of the oval walkway at the 
park’s center.

Fata Morgana will be the largest installation in 
the park’s history, and the Brooklyn-based artist’s 
largest and most ambitious undertaking to date. “We 
commissioned this monumental project,” says Brooke 
Kamin Rapaport, senior curator of Madison Square 
Park Conservancy, which oversees the sculpture pro-
gram, “because Teresita is really an artist who is on 
the cusp of greatness, and I think that Fata Morgana 
is going to propel her to the highest rank of artists 
working today.”

Fernández uses modern industrial materials, like 
fiberglass, epoxy and cast acrylic, as well as ancient 
ones, like marble dust and gold, to evoke the natural 
world. In 2000, for New Mexico’s SITE Santa Fe, she 
assembled curved plastic strips into a wave whose col-
oration modulates from deep blue to white, conjuring 
the illusion of a waterfall. In 2005, at Philadelphia’s 
Fabric Workshop and Museum, for a piece called Fire, 
she massed thousands of dyed silk threads into two 

BY carol kino
PHoToGraPHY BY Pari Dukovic

This spring, Teresita Fernández transforms a New York  
park into a shimmering, golden landscape—the artist’s most 
ambitious (and public) project to date.

The 
AlchemisT

“teresita is really an 
artist who is on the 
cusp of greatness.”

—brooke kamin rapaport
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NATURAL ORDER 
Clockwise from top: 
Black Sun installed at 
MASS MoCA in 2014; 
Fernández’s 1996 Deitch 
Projects debut featuring 
a sunken trompe l’oeil 
pool; a detail from 
Blind Blue Landscape, 
at the Benesse Art Site, 
Naoshima, Japan, 2009; 
a detail from Golden 
(Scroll 1), made from gold 
chroming and India ink, 
2014. Previous page: 
The artist under part 
of her Fata Morgana 
installation for Madison 
Square Park. 

concentric circles that suggest a ring of flames. The 
disparity between the materials she employs and the 
naturalistic illusions they create is always evident, 
and yet that disjuncture somehow adds to the works’ 
power to awe. 

Unlike many artworks, Fernández’s creations need 
to be experienced in person. In photographs, they 
look precisely composed and austerely beautiful, per-
haps, but lack the ephemeral, unpredictable quality 
that makes her work so exciting. How they change as 
viewers move through them, or how light waxes and 
wanes—all of that is central to Fernández’s approach. 

One installation in her nearly yearlong solo show, 
As Above So Below, at MASS MoCA in North Adams, 

Massachusetts (through April 6), suspends a raft of 
gold- and black-colored plastic tubes from the ceil-
ing. Called Black Sun, the work shimmers like moiré 
as you walk its length, suggesting a glowering sky 
when seen from below and an undulating landscape 
from above. Another installation, Sfumato (Epic), 
comprises more than 40,000 chunks of glinting 
graphite. Pinned to the walls, as if to suggest an enor-
mous flock of birds or a swarm of bees, the assemblage 
seems to ripple in the wind as you pass by it. Like all 
of Fernández’s work, these pieces also have complex 
conceptual underpinnings and are full of literary and 
philosophical allusions. Black Sun was inspired by a 
Mesoamerican myth in which the sun god disappears 

into the underworld’s western entrance at night, reap-
pearing on the far side the next day. The entire show, 
meanwhile, is focused around the notion, common to 
Vedantism and transcendentalism alike, that the infi-
nite is present in the infinitesimal, and vice versa.

Fernández is examining the notion of what it 
means “to make sculpture that evokes landscape,” 
says Denise Markonish, the MASS MoCA curator 
who organized that show. “Not like an earthwork, 
not just painting that’s interpretive, but a hybrid in 
between.” And that hybrid, Markonish adds, seeks to 
“evoke the ineffable.” 

Fata Morgana aims for something similar. The 
piece will “define a glistening procession for the visi-
tor,” says Rapaport. “As light comes through these 
canopies, that brightness will emanate across and 
through the work.” Fernández’s extensive tests of the 
material on site suggest that its mirage-like glow will 
be visible from as far as two blocks away, as well as 
from the encircling canyon of buildings. 

Fernández has made only a handful of public 
sculptures, but her first, in 2001, was also installed 
in Madison Square Park. Called Bamboo Cinema and 
produced by the Public Art Fund, it was an eight-
foot-high labyrinth, built with concentric circles of 
bright-green acrylic tubes that made everything 
around it—whether you stood inside looking out or 
outside looking in—appear like a slow-motion film-
strip. What fascinated Fernández was that people 
used it “as a kind of privacy screen,” she says. “What 
I love about public art is that you can plan it out all 
you want, down to the last bolt, but the way it feels is 
always a complete surprise. People inevitably use it in 
a way you don’t expect. I learn when I do this.” 

F
ernández was born in Miami to 
working-class parents who had left 
Havana after Castro came to power. 
She maintains that she grew up feel-
ing more American than Cuban but 
says her émigré background gave her 

a strong sense of purpose. “When you’re the child 
of an immigrant, you don’t have the luxury of mess-
ing up,” she tells me over lunch near her Boerum Hill 
studio a couple of weeks later. “You become very 
aware of the opportunity afforded you by someone 
who has given something up.” Her father “lived the 
American dream,” Fernández says, building yacht 
hulls in someone else’s factory, then working his way 
up to become manager before opening his own luxury 
yacht-building company. Their house, she recalls, was 
filled with books, which she absorbed with alacrity. 
“They would always tell us the only thing they can 
never take away from you is your education,” she says. 
“And you were taught to carry yourself with dignity.”

She also grew up making things: After school, she 
and her three siblings would spend hours at a dress-
making workshop owned by her great-aunt, where 
her grandmother and other relatives worked; she’d 
sit under the cutting table, surrounded by bolts of 
cloth, creating projects with scraps. “I never went to 
a museum as a child; plus my parents were working,” 
she says. Being at the workshop “was like having my 
own little studio.” 

Although Fernández always loved drawing (“The 
art room was a refuge,” she says of high school), she 
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“it’s like i am 
always trying 

to amplify 
that sense  

of what a 
landscape is.” 

—teresita 
fernÁndez
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from sources like Hokusai, Japanese anime, the 
Romantic painter Théodore Géricault, the Hudson 
River School and Fernández’s own Miami pho-
tographs. Printed onto glass, the translucent 
frieze transforms the city’s famously gray skies 
while adding their reflection to the composition. 
“Depending on the light and the time of day and 
the season,” says Lisa Corrin, the curator who com-
missioned the installation for the museum (she is 
now director of the Block Museum at Northwestern 
University, in Evanston, Illinois), “you might see the 
sun penetrate the colored film and create a carpet 
of color beneath your feet. This is the excitement of 

Teresita’s work. It bears repeat visitation.” 
Considering Fata Morgana’s nearly nine-month 

run time—it will stay up through January 10, 2016—
Madison Square is clearly banking on the idea of 
return. But for Fernández, the commission offers 
something beyond popular success: a chance to 
advance her views about landscape on a grand scale. 
“Think of it as something that’s underneath your 
feet and behind your head and at the bottom of the 
ocean and in the night sky,” Fernández says. “It’s not 
just about place but about placing yourself in a place. 
Since the beginning of time, human beings have 
been trying to place themselves. This is why we have 
always looked up at the night sky.” •
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didn’t pursue sculpture until she took a course her 
sophomore year in college, at Florida International 
University in Miami. “There’s this wonderful thing 
that happens with metal, that you can heat it and com-
pletely change the shape of it,” she says. “I fell in love 
with the physicality.”

Three years later, she was a star pupil in the M.F.A. 
program of Richmond’s Virginia Commonwealth 
University, where she became known for making 
room-size installations and for fearless experimenta-
tion. “She could go through an incredible number of 
ideas in a week,” says her former professor Elizabeth 
King, who still teaches sculpture there. “She was 
what we call a studio rat: She just made one thing 
after another, some really magical, others really 
rough.” Her thesis project was a 12-by-24-foot rect-
angular plaster slab, incised and drawn on so that 
it resembled a worn-out public bathhouse floor, not 
unlike a handmade, trompe l’oeil version of a Gordon 
Matta-Clark building cut. King, who remains close to 
Fernández today, recalls it as “a real triumph.” 

Back in Miami, where Fernández moved after 
receiving her degree in 1992, her work completely 
sidestepped the identity politics fashionable at the 
time. Nonetheless, she was noticed. Louis Grachos, 
then a curator at Miami’s Center for the Fine Arts, 
remembers being wowed by a room-size installa-
tion he saw in 1993, in a show at the now-defunct 
Cuban Museum. A trompe l’oeil bathroom with 
rust-streaked walls and a long plaster sink was so 
transportive and technically adroit that “it just blew 
my socks off,” says Grachos, now executive director 
of The Contemporary Austin. “It was almost like an 
alchemist had pulled it all together.” (He later showed 
Fernández’s first waterfall piece in Santa Fe.) 

Bonnie Clearwater, the former director of the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, North Miami, was 
struck by the project too. In 1995, she gave Fernández 
her first museum exhibition; the next year, she 
included the artist in Defining the Nineties, a group 
show that helped put Miami on the art-world map, 
partly by drawing so many international visitors. 
Fernández’s contribution was an installation inspired 
by Adolf Loos’s unrealized design for a windowed 
swimming pool for Josephine Baker. She used subtle 
gradations of blue paint to suggest water and placed 
one-way mirrors on the walls instead of windows, 
so people inside could gaze at themselves, and those 
outside could watch them doing it. 

Later that year, Fernández had her first solo show 
in New York with Deitch Projects in SoHo, where she 
presented an installation that transformed the gal-
lery into a sunken pool. And in 1997, Lehmann Maupin, 
which represents her today, organized a group show 
with her in mind: She contributed a well whose reflec-
tive surface was made from multiple layers of mirror, 
scrim and drawing. “A lot of my work then was about 
looking and being looked at,” says Fernández, who 
seems detached from her own much-lauded beauty. 

By then Fernández was applying for fellowships 
and residencies, one of which took her to Japan, 
which she continues to visit each year. “It’s a place 
where people understand the quietness of my work 
instantly,” she says. “I feel I’m from Japan as much 
as I am from Miami.” There she became fascinated 
with the gardening technique known as shakkei, 

which uses architectural and landscape elements to 
frame a view, incorporating it into the design like a 
living painting. This led to several pieces about gar-
dens, like Landscape (Projected), from 1997, which 
summons up thoughts of a grassy lawn with green 
paint, light reflecting off the paint and the sound of 
a sprinkler. Her vision of nature soon grew broader, 
extending beneath the earth and into the heavens. 
“It’s like I am always trying to amplify that sense of 
what landscape is,” she says. 

In 1998, she moved to Brooklyn and began working 
in the same small, neat studio she maintains today. 
She also married and had two children: son Caspian, 

now 13, and daughter Cypress, 11; she and her hus-
band are divorced. Early on, she made a decision to 
care for her children herself, taking them with her 
to the studio and making art when they fell asleep. 
Motherhood forced her to be more organized, she 
says. “It makes you very lean and very lucid. You have 
to trust your instincts, because you don’t have time to 
try 10 things.” She won the “genius” grant only a few 
months after Cypress was born. 

Fernández made her first permanent installation, 
Seattle Cloud Cover, for the Seattle Art Museum’s 
Olympic Sculpture Park in 2006. Occupying a 
block-long walkway over a railway bridge, it pres-
ents vibrantly colored images of clouds, drawn 
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“The sTaTue is from my animated series on Adult 
Swim, Mike Tyson Mysteries—the second season is 
out later this year. I think I’ve lived my whole life as a 
cartoon character, so it made sense to do the show. On 
the left is my poster promoting Greene County, NY. 
I used to train in Catskill, NY, and they approached 
me to be the face for the campaign. I still go there 
periodically. On the right is a recruitment poster I 
did for the NYPD in 1986 when I was 19 years old. The 
police commissioner asked me to do something to 
help recruit officers, because there was a great deal 

of crime going on at the time. The cutout was from 
my Nintendo game, Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! It was 
the highest-selling boxing video game in the ’80s—it 
used to sell out before Christmas. My autobiography, 
Undisputed Truth—that’s the whole story. I’m so 
happy I did it. The can is the Black Energy drink that 
I have a sponsorship deal with. It’s awesome. Behind 
it is my first cover of Sports Illustrated. I was still a 
young kid, and one of my friends worked at a news-
stand in the subway, and the day my cover was on 
the stands, he was telling everyone, ‘Hey, look, this 

is him right here, he’s on the cover, this is Mike Tyson 
right here!’ My goal was to get immortal glory, and 
that was the start. The sheet is my induction cer-
tificate into the Hall of Fame. That’s what this is all 
about. All that craziness I went through, the biting 
of the ear, wanting to fight, having tirades, it was all 
about this: to be in that place with the elite few. The 
WBC belt is the epitome of why I became a fighter. I 
don’t care what anyone says; it’s the king of all the 
belts. Something about that green color. For me it 
represents the apex.” —As told to Christopher Ross

photography by spencer lowell

still life

mike tyson
The former heavyweight champion shares a few of his favorite things.
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